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abstract
An Analysis of the Internal Career Concepts
of Female Middle Managers in the
Banking Industry
May 1983
Lynda Loftis Moore
B.A., Hollins College
M. Ed
. , Antioch Graduate School
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Kenneth Ertel
Driver's Internal Career Concepts (1977) are explored
through an annotated version of the Career Concept Ques-
tionnaire (1981). Structured interviews were conducted to
determine the applicability of the concepts for female mana-
gers in the banking industry.
While the Career Concept Questionnaire has shown some
validity (Driver, 1980), it is suggested that possible
modifications of the concepts may exist due to differences
in methodology used to assess the career concepts, and due
to the gender of the sample.
Twenty-eight female middle managers in banks throughout
the greater Boston, Massachusetts, area were identified and
structured interviews were conducted using an adapted
version of Driver's Career Concept Questionnaire. Career
concepts were analyzed according to Driver's coding for the
concepts on the questionnaire. Characteristics of subjects
vi
with each career concept were also analyzed to examine each
of the concepts. Frequencies of primary and secondary ca-
reer concept combinations were tabulated. Possible
modifications of concepts were examined through an analysis
of the properties of the concepts to determine if differ-
ences exist. Because of the exploratory nature of the
study, the analysis of data used both Driver's standardized
coding and inspection of the data for new properties of
theoretical concepts and/or categories.
The Steady State career concept was found to be the
most dominant primary career concept, accounting for 64 per
cent of the sample, while the Linear career concept was the
next most predominant, accounting for 14 per cent of the
sample. These findings reinforce previous research findings
which have indicated that the Steady State and Linear career
concepts were the two most dominant concepts. Of additional
significance is the finding that 14 per cent of the overall
sample reported a "mixed" primary or secondary career
concept combination; that is, a tied score on either two
primary or two secondary career concepts. Due to the small
sample size, generalizations cannot be made to females,
middle managers, or the banking industry. However, the
findings do address a gap in the literature which does not
speak to theory and research on female managers' internal
career concepts, and to the banking industry.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
There are at least two major reasons why we should try
to understand careers. First, and perhaps most important,
the career concept is central to an understanding of indi-
vidual identity in this culture. As recent work has made
abundantly clear, any account of adult personality must
allow for perpetual change, whether subtle or dramatic,
within the individual (Erikson, 1950; Sheehy, 1976;
Levinson, 1979; Pascal, 1975). Career concepts are one way
of documenting life changes.
The second and, for the most part, complementary theo-
retical interest that is served by the study of work careers
revolves around research into the nature and workings of
complex organizations. An organization cannot be understood
(or changed) unless we have at least a rudimentary concep-
tion of the values, beliefs, and cognitive styles of the
people' located in various positions within it. And these
values, beliefs, and cognitive styles are related to the
training and subsequent careers of individuals. Unfortu-
nately, a concern for the careers of people is a missing
feature in all but a few organizational studies (Chinoy,
1955; Crozier, 1964; Dalton, 1959; Driver, in progress).
1
2The promise of career studies lies in learning substan-
tially more about why both organizations and individuals act
as they do. On the one hand, the career represents to the
individual both an opportunity and a constraint. The abili-
ty to look ahead in terms of a career perspective may be a
real source of inspiration and value for some people, but to
others it may be a curse, a source of discontent and even
despair. On the other hand, organizational problems are not
necessarily the same as those faced by the individual.
Things are accomplished by organizations in part because
people are concerned about their careers. Hence, the career
must also be seen as a significant feature of the regularity
imposed by the rules and culture associated with organiza-
tional life (Van Maanen and Schein, 1975).
When careers are considered from a practical or
normative standpoint, most discussion takes place under the
generic label of career development. Used conventionally,
career development implies a lifelong process of working out
a synthesis between individual interests and the opportuni-
ties or limitations present in the external work-related
environment, so that both individual and environmental
objectives are fulfilled. From the individual's perspec-
tive, career development involves "part of the merging
cognitive structure of the self in relation to the world
(Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963). And, from the environmental
perspective, career development involves the many sequences
3and patterns by which people are linked over time to various
work settings. Thus, career development cannot be seen as
exclusively either an individual or an environmental con-
cern. Indeed, there are various frameworks within which to
consider the topic. Three primary frameworks have been
identified and discussed elsewhere; they are personal,
organizational, and institutional/societal (Van Maanen and
Schein, 1978; Moore, 1981).
The paper entitled, "Career Concepts - A New Approach
to Career Research," (Driver, 1977) indicated that it was
the very lack of agreement among researchers about the
meaning of the word career that led to the notion that this
lack of uniformity (for example, see Hall, 1976
, pp. 2-3)
might itself be of vital importance in studying and mapping
career patterns. Perhaps one of the most crucial factors in
understanding or developing careers is to first comprehend
the concept each person has of his or her career.
There is a deep-rooted tendency in American behavioral
science to assume that all men and women are created equal
in all ways. This faith is then used to argue that appro-
priate and generalized situational changes can equally
improve all people within a system (Driver, 1980).
Fortunately, most current thinkers on social psycho-
logical issues such as work and careers have begun to
realize that situations do not affect all people equally
4that there are enduring personality traits that affect how a
person reacts to a situational intervention.
For instance, Sheppard and Herrick (1972) found that
dullness in work was not uniformly disliked; those highest
in need to achieve (a basic personality factor) found rou-
tine most oppressive. Reif and Luthans (1972) found that
job enrichment was not well received by people with strong
social-interaction or security needs. (O'Toole, et al,
1973, p. 85) state that "some workers apparently prefer
mechanically paced, highly structured jobs and claim some
satisfaction in their very regular and mindless (but predic-
table) triviality."
Since people do differ in motives, abilities, and even
— as shall be shown— their very conceptions of what a career
means. Driver (1979) proposes to develop a multidimensional
map of career patterns, focusing on individual differences.
The focus in Driver's work and in this study is on
careers, not jobs or work. The interest in career as a
focus here is that career is an inclusive idea that in its
broadest meaning defines one's total identity (Hall, 1976).
It includes not only one's job, but avocations, hobbies, and
social activities. It is deeply rooted in the issue of
family and particularly the "identity-career patterns" of
the spouse (Van Maanen and Schein, 1977; Bailyn, 1970;
Rapoport and Rapoport, 1971). Certain st r ange-appear ing
career patterns may be understood only by examining non-work
5factors; for example, a "happily" adapted person in a "dead-
end" job may in fact see his or her other career as centered
on a key hobby, such as Boy/Girl Scout leader, or on his or
her family.
Despite the barrage of aids for the individual career
seeker, there is an odd lack of material aimed at helping
the organization and its managers cope with the career
issue. (One recent exception is Hall's Careers in Organiza-
tions , 1976.)
The overall purpose of career research as defined by
Driver is to offer a preliminary cognitive "map" of the
career area for people in a management position. It is also
an open invitation to researchers from all fields to join in
the corrections and additions that are obviously going to be
needed in any such map. The reason a map is offered and not
a solution to the career problem is that not one "solution"
is seen. Panaceas such as Management By Objective (MBO) or
Assessment Centers do not offer hope of a total solution.
Management needs a conceptual roadguide; a descriptive model
in the career area from which a variety of situation-
specific solutions can be built.
The focus on career is somewhat challenging at this
point, since researchers are at present in dire need of
comprehensive theories of careers (Van Maanen and Schein,
1977). The map offered by Driver, then, is a first effort
to develop a framework for theory. The idea underlying the
6present model is based on more than a decade of research on
decision making styles (that is, information-processing
patterns) in people. The basic assumption is that indi-
viduals differ in the informational structure underlying
their career concepts (Driver, 1979).
It is assumed that each person has some concept in mind
when the term career is used, but that in some cases the
concept is very simple or confused, and in others, it may be
an elaborate, long-range plan embracing not only one's job
but one's family and hobbies as well.
Based primarily on Decision Style Theory, four basic
career concept types are proposed by Driver (1979):
1. Transitory— no clear pattern.
2. Steady State— lifetime occupation.
3. Linear— steady progression on a career ladder.
4. Spiral
—
planned search for increasing self-development.
It will be assumed that sociological models of role
learning and psychological theories of stages of human
development are very intimately linked to career concepts
and will be discussed in Chapters II and III.
Driver, et al (1981), have developed a Career Concept
Questionnaire which has been used to validate the existence
of the career concepts. While the instrument has shown some
validity (Driver, 1981), it is still considered to be in the
exploratory stage of development. In addition, previous
research using the Career Concept Questionnaire has been
7with a predominantly male upper management sample in high
technology industries. Thus, whether additional and/or
revised career concepts exist, and whether they would differ
according to gender and type of industry is unknown. This
lack of clarity provided the impetus for the current study
which, in a limited way, advances our understanding of
career concepts for women in a selected industry, banking.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this research is to examine
Driver's four basic career patterns and the relative fre-
quencies of each for a different population, in this case
women managers in banking. Career concepts, like other
cognitive phenomena, are subject to important individual
differences (Driver, 1979; Hoffman, 1978) in critical
dimensions.
The secondary purpose of this research is to examine
the nature of these differences as it relates to the gender
of the subject. Is there a difference in the nature and
complexity, e.g. properties, of the career concepts for
women? If so, to what would we attribute these differences?
The results of answers to these questions are addressed with
implications for further research.
There are several research questions to be explored as
part of this study
8First, do the four basic career patterns— linear,
spiral, steady state, and tr ansi tory--have applica-
bility to females?
Second, what are. the frequencies of these career
patterns for an unstudied population— female managers
in banking?
Career concepts, like other cognitive phenomena,
are subject to important individual differences. What
are the nature of these differences as it relates to
gender?
To what extent does the profession, the organiza-
tion, and the industry impact on career concepts and
create a difference?
The ultimate purpose of this research is to explore and
contribute to the foundation for developing a model of
Career Concept Congruence. If we can develop a taxonomy of
career definitions, and identify and measure the salient
motives, values, and career pattern attributes inimitable to
each definition or conept, then we can begin to establish or
facilitate congruence with an individual's career concept
and the predominant career concept of an organizational
entity. It is proposed by Driver et al (1980) that Career
Concept Congruence could have a profound effect on the
growth, fulfillment, happiness, and "success" one derives
from one's career; in turn, this congruence would have an
9equally profound effect relative to organizational develop-
ment and functioning, specifically with respect to morale,
motivation, productivity, job satisfaction, adaptability,
absenteeism, and turnover.
Significance of the Study
i
The data obtained from this research should be useful
in assisting academicians and practicioner s to better "map
out" how people proceed through their careers. Further,
such data should be useful in assisting our organizations to
better manage, through more advanced and sophisticated human
resource planning systems which account for career concepts,
and thereby gain greater benefit of its human resources.
And, in the case of this specific research, the optimal
utilization of women managers in organizations is an antici-
pated outcome.
The culture of an organization could take on a new
meaning if it analyzed its personnel in terms of their
career orientations (concepts). Further, organizations
would conceivably be better able to plan selection, reward,
and control systems based on individual career concepts
(Driver, 1979)
.
In addition, this research should initiate further
discussion and investigation into the advantages and
disadvantages of the methodologies used to assess career
10
concepts. Currently, the Career Concept Questionnaire is
the most reported method (Driver, 1980); although several
other measures exist. Driver has suggested that research and
development of new methodologies are crucial (1980).
The banking industry has been chosen for several rea-
sons. Bryant (1981) has indicated that the 1970s have had
more significance for women in banking and the industry than
any decade since women began to enter the banking work force
in the 1920s. The past ten years have seen important gains
made by and for women pursuing careers at all levels of bank
management. These gains have been brought about by looking
at the historical role of women in banking and projecting
the future utilization of those women, who currently consti-
tute 70 per cent of banking personnel.
Although change in the numbers and career success of
women bankers has not happened overnight, statistics from
the Department of Labor and the American Bankers Association
show that, in 1978, 30.4 per cent of bank officers and
managers were women. That number is up from the 1975 U.S.
Treasury figures, which indicated that 25 per cent of bank
officials and managers were women.
The shift away from women's "traditional" career paths
(i.e., operations, branch supervising, data processing,
personnel, as determined by the National Association of
Banking Women, 1972 study) is beginning, but the rate of
change has been slow, considering the number and percentage
11
of women already in the career "pipeline." A comparison of
the industry statistics shows that the largest gains made by
women in bank management have taken place at lower and
middle management levels. Senior level positions are still
held by very few women, approximately only two per cent by
1978 figures.
In addition, there are shifting career patterns within
the industry itself. Now that more women are setting that
senior management goal for themselves, they are learning
that the perceived proper path to senior management has
changed with the times. The majority of all bankers sur-
veyed by NABW agreed that the career path to senior manage-
ment is experience in all areas of banking. That pattern
has changed somewhat from the days when most chief executive
officers ascended by way of commercial lending, an area in
which few women are found (Bryant, 1981).
Concurrent with the changing perception on the part of
both women and banks of women's career potential is the
dramatic change in the banking industry. Competition from
other players in the financial arena, increased technology,
and an economy in which capital and investment strategy is
increasingly complex are all forcing the industry to re-
examine what constitutes a sharp bank manager. This redefi-
nition can only assist women and minorities because years on
the job no longer imply automatic credibility. Managers
will increasingly be measured on a performance basis. When
12
clear definitions of performance are determined, it is more
difficult to discriminate against any one group of people.
The prognosis is that competition in the banking indus-
try will be keen in the years to come, with still greater
emphasis on cost-cutting, productivity, and low turnover to
aid in keeping profits high. One way to achieve this impor-
tant low turnover and productivity is by training employees
in management areas and by planning for their continued
career development and satisfaction in banking (Simcich,
1976) .
The middle-management talent shortage has affected
banks. As a result, and as bankers realized they could not
afford to overlook the managerial skills of half the popula-
tion, they logically have begun preparing more women to
assume greater management responsibilities. In other words,
they realized that losing good people is very expensive
(Bryant, 1981).
The 1980s will see a continuation of this career expan-
sion and mobility for women. Changes in the role of women
bankers as they assume more responsibility will relate spe-
cifically to changes in the industry resulting from
increased competition in the financial world. To achieve
complete utilization of women bankers, the industry must
take steps to ensure that women in the banking work force do
not reach a plateau at the mid-management level, or choose
to leave for better advancement opportunities elsewhere.
13
A focus on career development and education is an
important step in overcoming the professional weaknesses
many women in the industry still possess and the attitudes
of male bankers that have been carried over from the past.
Planning and mapping out a career in the early stages— and
in progressive stages--of one's career is important to the
banking industry. It will become more so in this decade.
Such planning enables a person to be a more committed banker
and to progress logically and compatibly with the organiza-
tion's goals and climate. When there are clear career
patterns for women to follow, and when women have a defini-
tion of the rewards and expectations their banks have, they
are better able to do their job, to be successful in organi-
zational terms, and to develop employees behind them.
The industry is continuously addressing the needs of
the predominantly female banking work force. Women in the
past ten years have come a long way in gaining self-confi-
dence, technical knowledge, management expertise, and abili-
ty to communicate their professional goals. Now the
industry must ensure that their career paths do not end at
mid-level. Increased use of the past decade's successful
programs and strategies will enable bankers to develop a
large pool of future managers to be ready for the 1980s and
1990s. As in the '70s, a large balance of the developing
middle-management labor force and those who will be entering
management in the '80s will be women.
14
The study focuses on the career concepts of female
middle managers who reside in the New England region not
only out of practicality
— the researcher lives and works on
the east coast but also out of academic curiosity. Among
existing studies done on managers' career concepts, most
have been internationally or west coast based. Therefore,
it would be interesting to see if there exists some demogra-
phic or geographical differences between samples, as Driver
has indicated (1981).
Assumption? aM Limitations ths. Study
The present study has several working .assumptions. The
research focus and method are based on these assumptions.
1. That the existing career concepts, as defined by
Driver, have validity for all people.
2. That a minimum of ten years is required before
sufficient career experience is gained and a career
concept is "fixed."
In lieu of a longitudinal study, a self-report method
such as an intensive and structured individual inter-
view is viable and acceptable as a method of data
collection in social scientific inquiry.
3.
15
The study also has several limitations which are:
!• The study is concerned with only one level of the
organization (middle management) and cannot be gener-
alized to executive or lower level positions.
2. The study is concerned with one industry only (banking)
and cannot be generalized to other business or
organization types.
3. The study presents results on female's career concepts,
and cannot be generalized to all women.
4. Due to the small sample size, generalizations to the
banking industry are not advisable.
5. Due to the use of an adapted version of Driver's Career
Concept Questionnaire for measurement reliability and
validity of the data presented as compared to Driver's
career concepts must be interpreted with extreme
caution.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
DRIVER'S CAREER CONCEPT THEORY
The objective of this chapter is to provide the reader
with the necessary background in concepts and methodologies
pertaining to the development of Driver's Career Concepts,
on which the current study is based.
Dj:l.yec ' s .Theory ol Internal Career Concepts
Basic Career Conc epts
A career concept will be defined here as the concep-
tual structure underlying a person's thinking concerning his
or her career. It does not necessarily refer to the content
of one's career concept— i.e., the field chosen. Speci-
fically, the structural elements refer to the way in which
one's ideas on career are organized. The critical struc-
tural elements for defining career concepts used here are:
a) time of career choice;
b) permanence of choice;
c) direction of career change.
Using these three elements, four basic career concept
systems are outlined in Figure 1.
The Transitor y concept is one in which no set job or
field is ever permanently chosen. A person with a
16
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FIGURE 1
FOUR BASIC CAREER CONCEPTS
Concept
Time of
Choice Permanence
Direction
of Change
Steady
State Youth For life None
Transitory Continuous Yearly changes Usually lateral
Linear Youth For life Upward mobility
Spiral Cyclical 5-7 yr. cycles Lateral mobility
(often to
new fields)
(Driver, 1977)
18
Transitory career concept simply moves along from job to job
with no particular pattern. Rarely is there any upward
movement in the sense of higher status.
In contrast, the Steady State career concept is that
one selects a job or field early in life and stays with it
for life. There is no concept of movement except to higher
income or professional skill.
The Linear career concept is one in which a field is
chosen fairly early in life. A plan for upward movement can
be in an organizational hierarchy or within a relevant
reference group, such as a professional association.
The Spiral career concept involves a view that one
develops in a given field for a period of time, then one
moves on to a related or perhaps a totally new area. Pre-
liminary indicators suggest that this cyclic movement may
often fall in five to seven year intervals.
There is no necessary connection between these struc-
tural patterns of career concept and one's chosen field.
Yet certain fields may historically be associated with a
particular type of concept structure. For instance, the
Transient concept may be more frequently found among semi-
skilled laborers or among actors. The Steady State concept
may turn out to be very common among established professions
(e.g. physicians) and among skilled trades (e.g. carpen-
ters). One might find the Linear concept strongly
represented among corporate managers or among professors.
19
Finally, the Spiral concept may be predominant among consul-
tants or writers (Driver, 1979).
Such fits on concept content and structure would be due
to the social structure of these occupations and the most
frequent socialization process for the occupation. Excep-
tions could, and probably do, exist. There are undoubtedly
doctors who seek high office in the AMA, as well as actors
who seek the Presidency. There are professors who become
"professional teachers," usually at the Associate rank, as
well as laborers who see their work as a craft. There are
undoubtedly consultants who have simply stumbled on this
work by chance, as well as managers who have previously had
rich careers as scientists. One of the initial interests of
career research would be to develop a description of the
distribution of career concepts across vocational fields
(Driver, 1977)
.
Relation of Career Concepts to Caree r Research
Driver suggests that one of the most basic research
directions suggested by this model is to measure the fre-
quency distribution of career concepts in a given culture or
region. The priority of research topics in the career area
would, in part, depend on the predominant career concept
found in a region or society.
20
For instance, in a society dominated by Transitory con-
cepts, research on vocational choice, in the manner of
Ginzberg, et al (1951), would seem non-optimal. a rather
more pressing problem might be the problem of anomie or non-
identity as developed by Erikson (1968).
In a society dominated by Steady State concepts, theo-
ries of change over life stages (Erikson, 1968; Van Maanen
and Schein, 1977) might seem of less use than the one time
only career choice research which originally lay behind the
development of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (Strong,
1943)
.
Clearly, where the Linear concept dominates the key
research issue becomes the problems of a lifelong unfolding
in an increasingly demanding series of jobs. Stages of
development become extremely relevant; so do studies of
crises brought about by blocked upward mobility (plateauing)
(1) or overextension (the Peter Principle). Symptomatic of
Linear careers are mid-life crises and retirement crises.
In a society dominated by Spiral career concepts,
crises of the above sort are not likely since lateral move-
ments and redirections are a way of life. However, problems
(1) An additional career pattern may be a downward spiral
associated with a career failure in a previously Linear
pattern (Driver, 1979).
21
now emerge in how to facilitate growth in a production-
oriented economy, in how to foster self-renewal (Gardner,
1964) in the face of economic pressures, and in how to
retain Spiral career concept people in non-Spiral
organizations.
If, indeed, the U.S. is moving from Linear to Spiral
career concept dominance, then Driver (1980) suggests that
research priorities may require careful analysis.
Results ol Previous Resear ch on Career Concepts
A Career Concept Questionnaire has been developed by
Driver et al (1980) to assess perceptions of career culture
in organizations by employees. It taps the major career
culture dimensions of organization as well as issues such as
supervisor and peer career concepts, job pressures toward
career concepts, and professional association career con-
cepts (Driver, Brousseau, Prince, and Von Glinow, 1980).
Some preliminary uses of the questionnaire suggest it is on
a useful track. It is currently being tested in several
major organizations (Driver, 1980).
At another level, actual organizational practices and
employee movement data can and are being analyzed to estab-
lish career cultures at a more objective level. A study is
currently underway to determine the congruence between
quasi-objective measures and questionnaire data.
22
The expectation is that like individuals, organizations
will rarely exhibit a purely monolithic, single-concept
culture. But it is expected that one or two cultures will
be so pervasive at least as a unit if not a total company
level that the idea of organization career culture will
prove viable.
The central idea now emerging from individual and
organizational career concept analysis is that of career
concept congruence (Driver, 1980). The essential thesis is
that when a person's concept fits the organization culture,
performance and satisfaction have a chance to be maximum.
Other factors such as aptitude may still produce poor out-
puts, but with career concept fit at least company and
person can respond to each other in mutually comprehensible
terms.
Previous research (Olson, 1979) found that persons of a
Transitory concept were found least frequently. The organi-
zation where the data was gathered (General Telephone
Company of California) has had a history of promoting from
within. Considering the research sample of middle level and
executive managers, movement into the senior or executive
ranks would not likely be considered to occur by persons
possessing a Transitory career concept. Additionally, the
organization has reported a history of "taking care of its
own." Perhaps a "non-movement leaving pattern" may be
"learned" as one becomes more secure in the organization;
23
one therefore develops less of a Transitory concept
(Dunnette, Avery, and Banas, 1973).
The most dominant career concepts found, Steady State
and Linear, appeared to correspond, respectively, to the
highly qualified technicians content to pursue many of the
same or similar activities, but at a senior level, and to
the upwardly mobile manager aspiring for movement up the
organizational hierarchy (Jennings, 1971). These patterns
would appear to be consistent with a medium to high tech-
nology organization functioning within a growing market (as
in the case of GTC)
.
The most extensive survey of career concepts among
executives was conducted by Hoffman (1978). Using the files
of a major accounting firm, a combination of Career Concept
Questionnaire and resume was sent to 8,062 persons. These
individuals were middle to senior executives with firms
across the country as well as from Canada, Europe, Latin
America, Iran, and Japan. They ranged from over almost all
fields. Mean age for males was 39; for females 36. Mean
compensation (1978) was $42,667 for males; $30,223 for fe-
males. The females constituted 4 per cent of the sample.
Nine hundred and thirteen people responded with com-
plete questionnaires. Clearly, the Linear concept over-
whelmingly dominates among this sample, as one would expect.
However, Spiral frequencies were rather high and the secon-
dary tendency of 50 per cent of the Linears toward Spiral
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concepts suggests the presence of many "closet Spirals" in
this group. Further evidence for the close ties of Spiral
and Linear concepts in this group is the extremely high
frequency of Linear secondary concepts among Spirals.
Generalizing from this study, evidently among executives in
197 8 many people were contemplating careers from two rad-
ically different perspectives. It is clear however that the
Linear concept is paramount.
What can be said of organizational career cultures?
Unfortunately, we lack any systematic empirical data. Some
research on career movement (e.g. Dalton, Thompson, and
Price, 1977; Rosenbaum, 1979) has clearly identified Linear
patterns in corporations; but nothing like the Hoffman sur-
vey of individual concepts seems to exist for organization
career cultures. Some evidence for Steady State cultures
has surfaced (cf. Blumen, Kogan, and McCarthy, 1955; White,
1970; Olson, 1979). Descriptions of Transitory and Spiral
organizations can sometimes be seen. But on balance, it
would be hypothesized that most U.S. corporations operate in
terms of a predominantly Linear culture.
While exact parallels between individual and organiza-
tional career concepts are not expected, there are patterns
within organizations which resonate with individual career
concepts. Most evidently the actual career patterns within
an organization can be examined in terms of direction of
movement, tenure in positions, and frequency of movement.
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Another factor of great importance is the career con-
cept in use by senior management, particularly the CEO.
Given the nature of management, one expects and does find
strong Linear concentration (Hoffman, 1978; Olson, 1979) in
management. This cannot help but pervade the values and
practices of the company. Not all companies are totally
Linear at the top--e.g. Olson finds Linear at 30 per cent
and Steady State at 42 per cent in a public utility company.
Hence, one expects to find variance in this critical factor
for senior executives.
Individuals seem to operate mainly with one career
concept at a time. However, some evidence suggests that
people often harbor a second concept which may occasionally
affect choices or career satisfaction. For instance, many
Linear persons seem to be "closet Spirals" in the sense that
they inwardly wish to adopt this concept but fear it is
impractical or "crazy." These secondary concepts may pro-
vide valuable clues on possible transitions across career
concepts at different life stages. For the present, Driver
suggests that they provide useful distinctions within given
concepts.
Measurement of career concepts can detect both primary
and secondary concepts. Two forms of measure have been
used: a present and future resume, and, a career concept
questionnaire. The resume consists of two forms on which
persons record actual and projected jobs. The forms provide
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a basis for assessing the importance and significance of
changes, time in jobs, and direction of change.
The questionnaire consists of items designed to obtain
self ratings on both the critical dimensions of career
movement and affinity for description of each concept.
The resume has shown construct validity (Olson, 1979)
as has the questionnaire (Prince, 1979). The overlap seems
fairly good between the future resume and the questionnaire,
but the present resume and the questionnaire are not as
clearly related. This suggests that the present resume is
not really useful until one has at least ten years of work
experience (see Olson). Evidence does suggest that consis-
tent career paths do exist (Rosenbaum, 1979), hence it is
suggested that for older persons the questionnaire measures
will correlate with current resumes as well as the question-
naire presently correlating with future resumes for younger
persons.
Career Concepts and fAiLSimalily
A very important issue is whether career concepts are
rooted in more basic personality patterns, or whether they
are more superficial, conceptual structures, easily learned
and easily shed as situations change. When we think of the
dilemma of people with career concepts at odds with their
culture or organization this issue becomes very critical.
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While it is far too early to resolve this question, a
few emerging studies (Driver, 1976? Olson, 1976) are
indicating that at least some deeper personality traits are
linked to career concepts. Figure 2 summarizes current
hypotheses relating career concepts to at least two person-
ality dimensions—motives and cognitive styles. Each aspect
of this table is discussed in turn below.
The motives associated with each career concept may
form an internal part of the concept. For instance, Driver
(1980) states that it may be precisely because of their
search for independence, of fear of commitment, that persons
using the Transitory concept keep moving on. However, these
ideas remain, as yet, conjectural. For instance, the Tran-
sitory concept might turn oqt to be at least as tied to a
need for variety as independence.
The Steady State concept may very well be rooted in a
basic need for security, for a clear-cut, recognized, and
valued role in society. Yet in many cases a Steady State
career concept may be built on a love of family or even a
desire for money (Driver, 1980).
The Linear concept would seem to be very aptly matched
with need for achievement as McClelland (1961) defined it—
i.e., a strong desire to move up, to score according to
established "rules of the game." One of the clearest ways
to achieve is to climb a socially defined hierarchy or
organizational pyramid. Yet again, Driver suggests that
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RELATION
Career Concepts
Transient
Steady State
Linear
Spiral
FIGURE 2
OF CAREER CONCEPTS TO MOTIVATION
AND COGNITIVE STYLES
Motives
Independence
Security
Achievement
Growth
Cognitive Styles
Flexible
Decisive
Hierarchic
Integrative
(Driver, 1977)
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perhaps a need for power or desire to help others lies
behind some Linear career concepts.
The Spiral career concept, as based on some pilot
evidence (Driver, 1980), does seem to be be related to the
growth need, in the sense developed by Maslow (1962)— i.e.,
maximum development of all inner potential. Each new career
cycle may be in service of a new potential being developed.
But again, perhaps some Spiral career concepts are fueled by
achievement or variety needs. A clear linking of motivation
and career concept would seem of great importance in clari-
fying career patterns (2).
Cognitive styles refer to habits of thought. The Deci-
sion Style variable cited in Figure 3 is based on a model
presented by Driver and Mock (1975). The basic assumption
of this model is that people learn different habits of
decision making. Specifically, two dimensions are involved:
a) amount of information used in decisions;
b) focus or number of alternatives developed for
implementation.
Based on these two dimensions, four basic Decision Styles
can be defined, as seen in Figure 3. The Flexible style is
one in which just enough data is used to arrive at an accep-
table decision, but then the decision can be successfully
(2) The importance of motives is underlined by Van Maanen
and Schein (1977) in their discussion of career anchors.
(N
of
Alternatives)
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FIGURE 3
DECISION STYLE MODEL
Single
Multiple
Amount of Information Used
Minimize Maximize
I
Decisive Hierarchic
Flexible Integrative
(Driver, 1977)
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reconsidered as new bits of information come in. The Deci-
sion Style also uses just enough data for a workable
decision, but once an alternative is selected it is
retained.
The Hierarchic style uses as much information as possi-
ble to develop an elaborate, multi-tactic, optimal solution.
Once set, the Hierarchic style finds changing objectives
hard, changing tactics more palatable. The Integrative
style uses a maximum of data but simultaneously generates a
set of alternate plans, which might be implemented in paral-
lel or successively.
Preliminary findings suggest that Decision Styles which
are fairly stable, especially in older persons, do relate to
career concepts.
For instance, the Integrative style seems to be linked
to the Spiral career concept (Driver, 1976). Spiral career
concepts might then be further defined as involving very
large data bases for career decisions (e.g. counselors,
tr ial-and-er ror) . They employ this data continuously to
develop either successive or parallel careers (3).
The Hierarchic style is also linked to the Linear
concept (Driver, 1976). This implies that the Linear con-
cept user employs maximum data (perhaps reading courses,
(3) The parallel career pattern may represent an additional
concept (Driver, 197 9).
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vocational testing) to arrive at a choice of field, and then
develops an elaborate, long-range game plan to reach the top
of the pyramid in that area.
The connection of the Decisive style and the Steady
State concept remains purely hypothetical at present. How-
ever, it would make sense that a Decisive style decision
maker would use minimal data (i.e., role models, advice of
authority) to make an occupational choice which is then
adhered to indefinitely.
Similarly, the Flexible linkage with the Transitory
concept remains to be proven. Yet it would be reasonable to
see a Flexible decision maker using minimal data (i.e.,
targets of opportunity, word of mouth) to arrive at a readi-
ly changed job decisiqn (Driver, 1980).
It would be most interesting to determine what other
personality factors, such as energy or emotional
patterns, may also relate to career concepts.
The Dynamic and Consistency
Models Cares* Concept Theot-y
Career Concept Theory can take two forms, as described
by Driver (1980), each to be briefly developed. One can be
termed the "Consistency View;" the other, the "Dynamic
Model." For the "Consistency View," the assumption is that
career concepts, once formed, are generally stable over a
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lifetime, owing either to work or social learning
(Brousseau, 1977), or to an inner dynamic of human develop-
ment (Jung, 1931; Maslow, 1962? Gould, 1972).
Both approaches can be useful in an organizational
setting. The "Consistency" approach would suggest answers
to such questions as:
1. Does a person's career concept fit the prevailing
career culture of an organization?
2. Does a person's career concept fit the prevailing
selection system in an organization? (E.g. a Transito-
ry may be viewed as "confused" by an interviewer
looking for a clear purpose.)
3. Does a person's career concept fit the reward and
control system in an organization? (E.g. a Steady
State person might find promotion— a Linear reward—
a
penalty.
)
4. Does the person's career concept fit the nature of the
job? (E.g. a Linear person might find a highly
enriched job a factory organized via democratic, auton-
omous work groups to be utterly alien to his career
concept? McWhinney, 1973? Walton, 1974.)
Form Two is the "Dynamic" model which can also address
interesting issues. The assumption here is that career
concepts do change over time. It will be further developed
in Chapter III. The issues will include:
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!• Can one use a person's general age or life stage to
imply his/her probable career concept?
2. Can one build manpower planning on a foreseeable change
in employee career concept?
3. Can one build more effective employee development
programs, given knowledge of the direction of career
concept change an employee is experiencing? (E.g. for
a Linear person tending toward a Spiral pattern,
intensive self-awareness counseling would be helpful,
but it might be of little value for a Steady State
person transitioning into a Linear path for whom skill
training might be more useful.)
4. If the general trend of employees is toward a given
career concept, should one plan in advance appropriate
changes in organizational structure and strategy? For
example, if the "trend" is to a Spiral pattern, more
horizontal mobility and participative management, as
well as more emphasis on creative quality rather than
volume production, can be anticipated.
Given a better understanding of career concepts, there
is a real hope that both managers and employees can learn a
most critical function— i.e., a regular, cooperative, mana-
ger-employee interaction on career development, as advocated
by Schein (Van Maanen, Schein, and Bailyn, 1977) and many
others.
Driver (1980) suggests theses payoffs:
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!• A possible decline in welfare costs. As will be seen,
economists identify a "secondary labor market," which
is essentially Transitory in career concept and which,
because of tragic misunderstandings by Steady State or
Linear organizations, is often rejected for work, crea-
ting a massive welfare problem.
2. Possible increases in satisfaction with work quality
—
which is hardly altruistic. "One cannot serve
shareholders effectively if he does not act to make
business itself an agent for human growth and
fulfillment." (Harmon, cited in O'Toole, et al, 1973
,
p. 23; also Seashore and Taber, 1976, on the links
between job satisfaction and profit.)
3. Increased productivity in terms of either more
reliability, more quantity, or more creativity. (See
sources above on unused productive potentials; also
O'Toole, et al.)
4. Decrease in the tragedy and cost of inadequate place-
ment, assignment, and promotion.
5. Greater potential for organizations to appropriately
develop personnel as needed to foster their own growth,
stability, movement, or creative self-renewal.
6. Greater consonance of business practice with popular
opinion in America on the role of business. (E.g. a
Harris poll in 1973 reported that in 1972, 85 per cent
of all Americans in a national sample felt business and
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companies should lead in "enabling people to use their
creative talents fully" (Carson and Steiner, 1974, p.
15.)
The basic idea in the Consistency viewpoint is that
career concepts, once formed via social learning, are rela-
tively stable cognitive phenomena. Work cited on
interest/value "content" stability (for instance, Strong,
1943; Campbell, 1963) and even behavioral stability
(Richards, Holland, and Lutz, 1967), as well as data on
intelligence stability (Kaganand, Freeman, 1963) and cogni-
tive style stability (Gallagher, 1964; Leach, 1967), suggest
that many people do develop consistent cognitive patterns,
especially past adolescence. This is not to deny:
1. Momentary random fluctuations due to acute situations
—
e.g. effect of pain.
2. Systematic shifts in patterns over definable situ-
ational dimensions— e.g. decision styles are seen to
shift systematically and characteristically for a per-
son as environmental stress or "load" changes (Driver
and Mock, 1975; Driver and Rowe, 1979).
3. Developmental trends over long periods of adult life
(Owens, 1966; McLaughlin and Tiedeman, 1974).
In respect to the first issue, random fluctuations, one
simply expects these to occur seldom and to cancel each
other out in effect over time. The second issue poses more
serious questions. It suggests that as situations change on
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measurable dimensions (such as success-failure, information
load), decision styles will shift in a manner characteristic
of each type of person (Streufert and Streufert, 1969;
Streufert, 1969; Streufert, Suedfeld, and Driver, 1965;
Driver and Mock, 1975). This may mean that career concepts
undergo systematic shifts as work or family situations
change. For example. Spiral or Linear concepts may tend to
give way to Steady State career concepts, given excessive
stress, failure, or chronic overload. The closeness of
career concept shift to Decision Style shift constitutes a
much needed area of research.
The final issue— long-term developmental trends—will
be examined in Chapter III. For now it suffices to say that
some people may show developmental trends; but for those who
do not—who have "stabilized" a career concept— the fol-
lowing applications will make the most sense.
The basic application idea recommended here is based on
a contingency concept. At this point there is no innate
universal superiority of one career concept over the others;
as noted in the preceding section, each has problems and
advantages. Rather, one would suggest that the critical
application idea is how well a given person's career concept
fits that of a given organization. Where fit is good, both
person and organization should gain in satisfaction and
output indices.
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But this idea assumes that organizations have something
like career concepts. Figure 4 offers a preliminary sketch
of how organizations might be categorized in terras of the
four career concepts.
A Transitory organization is by nature likely to be
loose, temporary, entrepreneurial; formal procedures are at
a minimum, people are "used" for a quick gain, and even a
central location may be absent.
In contrast, both Linear and Steady State organizations
would be classic pyramid structures with tight controls and
i
central locales. Contrasts would include stress on vertical
movement and decreased control upward in Linear organiza-
tions, versus widely dispersed "equalized" units of great
stability in Steady State systems (4).
Spiral organizations would seem fairly rare as total
systems in current society
—
yet certain high-technology or
artistic organizations (public and private) may show many
Spiral patterns (Jenkins, 1973; Walton, 1975). Within
Linear or Steady State organizations, one may find depart-
ments that operate in a Spiral mode.
(4) It is tempting to speculate that Steady State is more
often found in government, but Driver believes many examples
can be found in more economically stable areas of the pri-
vate sector as well.
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It will be obvious that these factors are intended to
serve as preliminary guides. Research will be needed to
confirm these patterns and add or subtract from this set.
Also, it is clear that most organizations will not fit
exactly into one pattern; however, most should show a pre-
dominant pattern.
A final note on organizational analysis: The career
concepts of key managers may be as important as or more so
than all the factors in Figure 1. Even in an overwhelming
Steady State organization, a new CEO with a strong Linear
concept may "turn around" rewards and policies either overt-
ly or covertly so as to reform the system in his or her
image.
Given that organizations can be viewed in this manner,
the following procedures would be suggested for managers:
1. Determine Organizational Career Concept Culture (using
Figure 4 factors and key leader analysis). This may
require care, since certain departments or units may
have unique cultures distinct from the whole organiza-
tion.
2. Determine the employee's career concept.
Assess the fit between person and organization.3 .
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4. If the fit is poor (5), consider:
a. Training the employee to adapt.
b. Changing certain local policies to facilitate the
functioning of a "non- fit" employee.
At present. Driver reports that there are no really
fine-tuned tools for organizational career culture analysis
beyond Figure 4. Likert (1961, 1967) has developed a ques-
tionnaire for measuring certain aspects of organization
patterns that might prove somewhat helpful (especially his
System 4 as it approaches the Spiral patterns). Lawrence
and Lorsch (1969) and Morse (1970) have also built a ques-
tionnaire for measuring organizational differentiation and
integration, which gives useful data on time frames and
structure. Waters, Roach, and Batlis (1974) have assembled
an even more comprehensive set of organization climate var-
iables— some of which relate to career concept issues
(Dessler, 1976, Chapter 8).
However, at this point Driver advocates managerial
judgment, using a framework like Figure 4, talking with
other people in the organization, especially top executives,
and examining the career fates of varied people as the best
(5) Driver (1977) points out that this is especially
critical where unions or other factors limit the choice of
hiring or retention.
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route to organizational career concept analysis until better
measures emerge from research. (6)
As to employee career concepts, the best recommendation
at this point is to seek expert assistance. There are in
existence measures of Decision Style, motivation tests, and
even versions of a career concept questionnaire (see Driver,
1976). Proper use of tested instruments and interviews by
trained interviewers have proved to be the best way of
identifying career concepts accurately in Driver's experi-
ence.
In the near future, a single questionnaire being
developed currently may prove useful without the attendant
battery of objective measures and interviews. The utility
of this approach is to be reported subsequently by Driver,
et al.
If outside help cannot be obtained. Driver recommends
as the next best route to talk to employees about their
plans and needs. Using a somewhat structured approach em-
ploying issues raised earlier may be more useful than a
purely non-structured discussion. It may be helpful to have
a person write out his or her "Career Decision-Making Story"
under appropriate conditions of mutual trust. Finally, one
(6) Currently, some of Driver's research is leading toward a
usable Organizational Career Concept Climate Questionnaire.
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can experiment with policy or training measures in a trial-
— srror manner although it can be rather time-consuming
and unproductive.
Driver warns against the use of resumes. Perhaps a
career history showing retention of a single job is clear
evidence of a Steady State concept, and perhaps a steady
rise in histories can be very deceptive. A pattern of job
shifts might result from Transitory or Spiral concepts; or
it might even be the track of a Linear person in a downward
spiral. Even an upward pattern can be deceptive— it might
be a Steady State pattern still in an apprentice role. A
nonmoving pattern could disguise a strong Spiral or Transi-
tory whose real focus is on an avocational rather than a job
area. At present, the safest course would seem to be to use
resumes only as a backup to expert analysis or one's own
interviews. In the future, more research may reveal how
resumes can be more effectively utilized.
One final way of gauging a career concept might be the
use of a person's age, life stage, or organizational stage.
Driver, however, also warns against these as potentially
misleading.
Despite difficulties in present methods, a manager or
employee with some practice and training should be able to
get a fair idea of the fit or lack of it between a person
and an organization. The next phase would be to try to
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reduce any gaps. The method of training people or develop-
ing different career concepts will be discussed later. For
now, the focus is on what organizational changes can be made
to better accommodate a person of a given career concept.
Possible solutions appropriate to each type or organization
depicted in Figure 4 will be briefly presented.
Implications Ol Organizational and
Individual Career Concept Fit
Transitory Organizations
Transi tory Career Concepts Individual . In a Transitory
organization, the matching career concept should be made at
t
home, although even here, the more passive Transitory may
need some relaxation on punctuality and other demands that
even Transitory organizations may make.
£.t.eaiiy Caxeex CansgEJt Individual. This indi-
vidual would be very uncomfortable in a Transitory organiza-
tion? the lack of structure, security, and identity would be
appalling. Yet Transitory organizations may need Steady
State craftsmen or professionals for periods of time. Two
suggestions come to mind:
1. Create "buffered" departments with more structure, role
identity, etc., for Steady Staters.
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2. Provide guaranteed "outplacement" for Steady Statera
when their role or organization (aa a group) i8
finished. An example of this is the careful career
counseling and placement of engineers by certain aero-
space firms during the early 1970s' squeeze. The
atmosphere and effectiveness of these Transitory state
systems (7) was very good. Rehiring in current im-
proved times is very easy for these firms. In
contrast, firms in similar conditions with no such
outplacement policy were characterized by intense pro-
duction inhibiting anxiety, and rehiring is also far
more difficult.
LiH£.ax £aX££X ££££££.£ Individual . If anything, the
misfit here with a Transitory system is more acute than for
the Steady Staters. There is no future, nowhere to go over
the long haul. Short-term achievement will seem meaning-
less. One possibility, however, is to provide for the
ultimate transfer of power to Linear career concept people
in a Transitory organization that is moving out of an entre-
preneurial stage into a more stable stage. This transfer
(7) These firms themselves were most likely Linear in form,
but their space projects in many respects have a Transitory
flavor (Driver, 1980)
.
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could be by sell-out or ownership, franchising, or simple
delegation of power. Many organizations go through such
stages (see Greiner, 1967). It might make sense to offer
Linear personnel required during the Transitory phase the
specific option of the kind of organizational vertical
movement. Another type of Linear concept might be more
technical. For this type, one could offer:
1. A major chance for technical achievement in the present
short-run effort (perhaps ceding patent or copyright
control)
.
2. Professional outplacing into another venture where
further building on technical advancement is again
possible.
Spiral Career Concept Individual . When the Transitory
organization's goal fits this person's self-search, the lack
of structure, etc., should prove of low concern. However,
if the Transitory organization is bent on some noncreative,
exploitative venture and/or flagrantly "uses" people, the
Spiral type will be alienated. A solution would be to use
their creative bent by insulating them from distractive time
pressure and by defining the purpose of the organization in
a more creative manner.
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Steady State Organizations
Xians itory Career Concept individual . Here, a primary
problem will be a feeling of being "trapped," or of being
labeled "disloyal" (8). The Transitory is also seen as ill-
disciplined and "immature." Lateness, absenteeism, etc.,
are a real problem for Steady State organizations needing
Transitory workers.
One obvious solution is the use of temporary hiring
agencies. But the problem really lies at a much deeper
level. Piore (1970) has identified what are in fact two
labor markets. The primary market is well paid, has good
conditions, and is usually employed; in our terms, it would
seem to consist largely of Steady State and Linear people.
The secondary labor market is the exact opposite— low
pay, poor conditions, and chronic unemployment, except in
certain firms that deliberately use these people. The
secondary labor force is often the young and the poor. In
our terms, they share a Transitory career concept—probably
a mainly passive one. They are tardy, frequently absent,
very unpredictable, often hiding to work away from central
sites.
(8) For example, some firms gave a policy of never hiring
people who have left (i.e., "deserted") (Driver, 1977).
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Piore states that these Transitory people are "...not
intrinsically bad. It fits the needs of the young. ..and
matches the preferred life styles of those who don't want to
be tied down to a job" (p. 173).
Piore makes several recommendations for these Transi-
tory people. Steady State organizations should build in
"Transitory subunits" with more flexible time patterns, such
as Flextime, or flexible work rules, perhaps even more
flexibility as to work sites, such as work at home. It may
not even be necessary for government to offset inefficiency
costs of such arrangements. Flextime alone has shown itself
capable of increasing the effectiveness of many people
(Golembiewski, 1974). Another possibility would be to per-
mit extended leaves of absence—even indefinite leaves with
an opening to return. This may sound chaotic to a Steady
Stater or even a Linear person, but if it is kept within
limited units and/or is not given over and above Steady
State benefits, it might prove quite workable. It would
probably also go a long way in solving some of the chronic
welfare problems in this country.
Stead y State Career Concept Individual. The here
is maximum
—
yet problems do occur. These usually have to do
with incorrect initial placement in a field. Data on the
effectiveness of current placement methods (Bolles, 1977;
Hotter, et al, 1977) indicate that misplacement is severe
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(Driver, 1980). Methodology is often the culprit. In the
rush to abandon testing, following EEOC assaults, inter-
viewing has come to the fore as a prime selection device.
Yet its adequacy as an effective placement device—except in
the hands of an occasional highly gifted person or well-
trained clinical psychologist— is highly questionable
(Porter, Lawler, and Hackman, 1975, pp. 137-38 and 144-47).
Interviewer bias, interviewee role playing, and inadequate
data all contribute to some colossal errors. Even when both
are trying to be honest, lack or distortion of self-concepts
in interviewees or poor empathy by interviewers can lead to
poor results.
Psychological assessment is not deceased. A recent
article (Hogan, DeSoto, Solano, 1977) argued that EEOC may
actually have greatly aided psychological assessment by
eradicating invalid, overgeneralized, and misused measures
from industry. However, when measures are properly vali-
dated, they can serve as very effective placement tools.
What is clear is that the reliance on one measure (such as
an IQ test) for a vague set of jobs is ludicrously inappro-
priate. On the other hand, a battery of measures covering
aptitudes, cognitive styles, and personality can lead to
very effective placement decisions (Hall, 1976) if clearly
tied to a particular kind of work (Gough, 1976; Driver,
1977) .
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As progress continues to be made on measures of work
demands and rewards and parallel batteries of skills and
motives (Hackman and Suttle, 1977? Driver, 1977), it has
been suggested that psychological assessment will continue
to resurge effectively in placement.
Even more promising is the combination approach known
currently as "assessment centers" (Byham, 1970). Growing
out of the wartime OSS situational testing, this procedure
combines psychological measures, interviews, group sessions,
and simulates situations in an intensive process. The
success of these intensive efforts seems high, yet cautions
need to be sounded. There is a tendency to discount "pro-
fessionals"
—
psychologically trained experts— and allow
managers to run these centers. And, danger of personal and
corporate culture bias and inexpertness may begin to creep
in.
More promising still, according to Driver, are either
independent or quasi-independent assessment centers (9),
staffed by measurement and interviewing experts and by
specialists on the demands and rewards of particular voca-
tions or professions. Combinations of clinical assessment
and psychological measurement seek to offer optimal validity
(Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, and Weick, 1970). This validi-
ty should be enhanced when "faking" is reduced to a minimum
by locating assessment and placement in noncorporate set-
tings.
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One final point on placement: Can "educational cert-
ification" serve as a shortcut to effective placement? Many
firms. Steady State or otherwise, deal with placement via
educational requirements. While the matter is still very
controversial, the overall usefulness of past performance in
predicting the future (Hall, 1976, especially p. 115)
suggests that education may in fact be an overmaligned tool
for placement.
Much research has shown major aptitude, cognitive
style, and personality differences between high school drop-
outs, high school graduates, and college graduates (Trent
and Medsher, 1968; Gough, 1966; Dressel and Lehman, 1968;
Feldman and Newcomb, 1969; Barton, Cattel, and Vaughn, 1973;
Tseng, 1972).
Recently there has been verified major differences in
"profile" between educational levels (Driver, 1977). This
is not to say that all college graduates show a "college
profile;" nor is any given education level optimal for all
work. The results of Driver, et al, show that some occupa-
tions better suit the high school than the college profile.
This is simply because, whether by selection, training, or
both, a person at a given educational level generally
exhibits certain aptitudes, styles, and personality aspects
that are useful in particular occupations. As with data
(9) That is, loosely, coupled with a university.
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from psychological measures, interviews, or assessment cen-
ters, background data such as education do seem very
relevant to optimal career placement when the connection or
selectivity of the educational level for aptitudes, styles,
and personality are related to effective occupational per-
formance by actual analysis. Clearly, the arbitrary use of
educational level when not related to an occupation bias
such analysis is questionable.
In sum, considerable progress on effective placement or
career choice (of crucial importance in Steady State cases)
is being made and can be effectively used as the gap between
research and personnel/management narrows (Hall, 1976;
Kotter, et al, 1977)
.
Linear Caxser Concep t Individua l. In a Steady State
organization, the Linear person is very likely to feel
locked, trapped, and underchallenged. A solution may be to
set up Linear units within a larger Steady State system —
with specifically Linear procedures such as Management by
Objectives (MBO) and special recognition for achievement.
Another route might be to encourage the Linear person to
seek achievement outside the organization - in educational
movement, civic groups, sports - while maintaining a
"pseudo-Steady State" position inside. Again, one might
consider options previously discussed, such as taking on a
more Linear road, as the organization moves into a more
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dynamic Linear mode (that is, via anticipated economic
changes) or offering "outplacement" after a period of tech-
nical achievement. Finally, one might consider allowing
Linear types to "spin off" a totally Linear aspect of the
parent organization under a franchise or diversification,
holding-company format.
Spiral Career Concept Individua l. Here again, there
will be felt a sense of being "locked in," and perhaps they
will resent emphasis on quantity versus quality, output
versus inner growth. Solutions here resemble those for
Transitory career concept people: permit Spiral subunits
within the Steady State systems; allow some Spiral persons
to move horizontally to new jobs (without threatening the
security of the majority Steady Staters). More uncommon
Spiral options might be to permit sabbaticals for periods
when a Spiral person needs to re-examine issues, intensive
group and personnel counseling aimed at enhancing self-
awareness, and specific means of re-entry for a Spiral
person rejoining the organization.
Linear Organizations
Transitor y Career Concept Individual. Here, a strong
sense of inadequacy, of being a "bum," will develop. One
compromise for more active Transitory people might be to
build in incentives for innovation or for cross-training.
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Otherwise, the points made in conjunction with Piore, vis-a-
vis the Steady State organization, hold with equal force
here. Loosening up tolerating Transitory people within
Linear systems (which Driver believes are numerically most
common) could greatly ease our welfare burden.
Steady State Career Concept Individual . This person in
a Linear organization undergoes the well-known pressure to
"move up" beyond his level of desire or competence (the
"Peter Principle"); alternatively, he or she may feel "left
behind" and a "failure," as documented by Thompson and
Dalton (1976). A solution would seem to have several
components.
1. Offer certain "specialists" a tenure status outside the
usual "ladders."
2. Provide pay and status increments based on demonstrated
skill maintenance (useful for active Steady Staters).
3. Involve the Steady Stater in the senior policy group
based on his or her time in the organization and main-
tenance of expertise as technician, expert, or middle
manager— i.e., make the best Steady Staters part of the
"in group"— or increase their centrality in Schein's
(1977) sense.
For the more passive people, provide fringe benefits
and increase time for family or hobbies. The time they
4 .
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do spend at work may thus be less in hours but higher
in quality.
5. Some Steady Staters may be really quite Linear is some
avocational area— i.e., electrical machinery. Better
counseling and appropriate transfer of job might employ
the Linear drive for the good of both the person and
the organization.
Linear Career Concept Individual . Again, despite
"fit," problems do occur. Often there is a lack of feed-
back, no clear timetable on movement, "plateauing , " and,
perhaps more problematical, the transition between Technical
and Managerial or People Linear patterns.
Several general solutions include:
1. Effective career guidance—especially via a mentor of
similar career concept.
2. A well-managed Management by Objectives (MBO) program.
3. Clear time frames for expectations of movement in the
system.
4. Frequent feedback.
5. Use of sufficiently challenging initial job assignment.
More particular problems include success forecasting,
the "technical-people gap," and plateauing. Success fore-
casting has largely concentrated on managerial success. Two
basic approaches seem to emerge (Boulgarides and Driver,
1977): A generalist view and a contingency view.
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The generalist view suggest that energy and
intelligence generally predict managerial success (Graves,
1977; Grimsley and Jarrett, 1975; Ghiselli, 1966).
McClelland (1961, 1969) asserts that high need for achieve-
ment is also a factor in general management success (a
clear Linear component). McClelland's view is borne out by
several other studies (Grant, et al, 1967; Wainer and Rabin,
1969). Other generalist findings concern values and cogni-
tive styles (Hall, 1976).
The other point of view is that "success" is not unidi-
mensional; that traits relating to success in one setting
fail to relate to it in a different setting. An example of
this approach is Fiedler's (1971) model of leadership effec-
tiveness, which depends on situational factors. Another
example is the Decision Style model mentioned previously.
In this view, decisive managers will be most successful in
stable, predictable settings (Boulgarides and Driver, 1977),
whereas Integrative or Hierarchic managers will be more
successful in more unstable, complex environments (Alawi,
1973) .
Driver's view is that there are probably certain
general traits, such as intelligence, that cut across all
management jobs and can thus be used to effectively counsel
Linear people regardless of their area. However, other
critical aspects of managerial positions, for instance,
people i n t e ns ive ne s s , time pressure, data complexity are
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variable. Therefore, a Linear person must be given adequate
assessment on present traits and how will they fit a series
or chain of positions in an ascending career path.
This kind of counseling can have several outcomes:
1. For a person low in general traits, a shift in career
concept may be highly useful.
2. For a person with good general traits, there may be
indicated places in a career path where situationally
sensitive traits need to shift— e.g. from a technical
to a people emphasis (Thompson and Dalton, 1976) or
from a Decisive to a Flexible style. Where such
changes are needed, the Linear system should attempt to
provide its Linear people with appropriate training
prior to upward moves requiring changes (e.g.
sensitivity training. Integrative style training).
At some point, even with the best counseling and
training, the Linear person may "peak out"—either he or she
cannot adapt or the pyramid gets so narrow that progress
slows to a dead halt. Some organizations might then consi-
der broadening the pyramid or setting up quasi-independent
"profit centers" where the blocked Linear can get going
again. Then again, the person might be "outplaced" into a
new organization needing growth (possibly less demanding, if
one suspects ability limits). Also, one might reassess the
person for latent skills, either artistic or technical, to
launch a new Linear path. Finally, one might try to shift
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the Linear focus from self to others—to foster a generati-
vity or mentor type of achievement, where one's proteges
carry on the upward movement.
Sp i ra l Career Cflflggpt Individual . In a Linear system.
Spiral is often misread as a failure, or at best is seen as
"weird." Contrary to this image, however, many Spirals are
highly successful. Tarnowiewski (1973) reports that even
among top executives in his American Management Association
study, 42 per cent had changed fields or were thinking of
doing so. Among professional/technical people, the figure
was 61 per cent.
The answer to the Spiral's sense of entrapment in a
Linear system is very similar to the one for his or her
dilemma in a Steady State system. Setting up special Sprial
units (Gordon, 1961), creating sabbaticals, counseling, re-
entry procedures are familiar. Xerox, HEW, and some other
organizations are beginning to experiment with moving people
temporarily out into other organizations. Leaves for non-
job-relevant "reeducation" would also be essential. Quasi-
Linear schemes for rewarding quality of output, creativity
level, or contributions to the total systems might somehow
the
be worked out.
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Seiral Organizations
Since the shift from Linear to Spiral systems is seen
as a crucial "career revolution" which requires a separate
analysis, this type of organization's problems will be dealt
with only very briefly here.
XiansitQry Career Concept Individual . Although there
is some compatibility, certain problems can be expected.
The intense focus on inner development may be regarded as an
invasion of privacy or a violation of freedom. Commitment
may be lacking. Solutions would need to include making
counseling or similar inner-growth activity voluntary.
Movement in to and out of the Spiral organization, with or
without outplacement, should be made quite easy (10).
Steady State Career Concept Individual . Persons with
this view should feel very threatened by the potential loss
of their current identity, as well as by the relatively low
structure. Possible solutions might be to provide
"insulated" Steady State units in Spiral organizations.
Tenure and title might also be retained for those desiring
them. Again, protection of privacy can be given, making
growth options voluntary.
(10) As has been done in one Proctor & Gamble plant opera
ting in a Spiral "open-systems" mode (See McWhinney, 1973).
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Li nga r Career Concept Individual. The obvious problem
here will be the lack of a permanent ladder to climb.
However, the achievement motive seems closely linked to the
transition from Linear to Spiral concepts. Perhaps when
this transition is better understood, the Linear aspiration
can be rechanneled into striving for ever-greater self-
awareness, breadth of job knowledge, and contributions to
the welfare of the whole organization or society. Other
measures might include insulated Linear subsystems (poten-
tially dangerous, since they will seek to dominate);
shifting technical Linear people from quantity to quality of
achievement; and moving "people Linears" toward achievement
via teaching and aiding others.
Spiral Career Concept Individual . Despite the obvious
fit, there may remain problems. For instance, one's family
may be out of phase with the Spiral pattern. Van Maanen and
Schein (1977) have very neatly described how a male may be
entering a Spiral phase after a successful Linear career,
just as his spouse is departing the Steady State "housewife"
role for a Linear career. Their mutual clash of directions
can be fatal to the marriage unless understood and dealt
with. Perhaps one solution is to involve the whole family
in the same organization (McWhinney, 1973).
To sum up this section, the attempt here was, in a
necessarily abstract and preliminary fashion, to indicate
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how organizations of each type might try to accommodate
nonfitting and fitting career concepts in employees.
Career Concepts and Policy issues
To illustrate the possible pragmatic value of career
concepts in guiding research and organizational policy.
Driver (1979) offers the following set of questions and
hypothetical answers.
a) What is the direction of career concept patterns in the
U.S. today?
Hypothesis; We are strongly Linear but moving towards
Spiral patterns (e.g. Tarnowiewski, 1973).
b) What is the source of this Spiral trend?
Hypothesis : University-level education spreading to
more and more people (see Austin, et al, 1975).
c) What is the dominant model of careers in most
organizations?
Hypothesis : Linear.
d) What happens when non-Linear people enter a Linear
organization?
Hypothesis : A small percentage change their concepts
and fit in; a larger percentage are discouraged, demo-
tivated (see Dunnette, et al, 1973).
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e) What is the result of this non-fit?
Hypothesis: Some of the best (i.e. f most creative)
employees leave (Driver, 1976); turnover increases.
f) What can be done?
1. Remodel education to fit industry.
2. Tailor organizational job design, training, and
rewards systems to varied career concepts--e.g.
for Transients, put emphasis on freedom (low
structure) and use job enlargement to provide
variety; for Steady Staters, use pay, tenure, and
skill improvement; for Linears, use opportunities
for promotion, achievement, MBO; for Spirals, use
growth experience, participation, job enrichment,
furloughs.
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
RELATED CAREER TYPOLOGIES
The objective of this chapter is to provide the reader
with the necessary background in related literature as it
pertains to career typologies suggested by Driver's Career
Concept Theory. In addition, the literature on female mana-
gers and their career development is reviewed as it relates
to career patterns.
Review q! Related Career Models
The career concept model does not stand alone. Al-
though it originated in Driver's work on decisions style and
motivation, the relatedness of career concept theory to
other models is interesting both for their mutual suppor-
tiveness and for the areas they point out where the career
concept model is deficient. Driver (1979, pp. 111-114)
provides a review of these models: (1) Models Dealing with
Direction of Career Change; this includes Pellegrin and
Coates (1956), Miller and Form (1956), Nosow and Form
(1962), Ginzberg and Yohelam (1966), and Tavsky (1970). (2)
Models Dealing with Time of Career Choice and Direction;
Hall (1976). (3) Models Concerned with Time Horizon of
Planning; Roth (1968). (4) Models Concerned with People
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versus Technical Orientation; McLaughlin and Tiedman (1974)
and Kornhauser (1968) are reviewed here. And, (5) Integrated
Models; Van Maanen (1975).
A summary of these models as reviewed by Driver (1979)
and their possible association to the career concepts
follows.
Models Dealing with Direction Career Change
Pelligrin and Coates (1956) describe two patterns: an
upward moving and a steady career. These seem in part
forerunners to our Linear and Steady State career concepts.
They suggest that the upward concept is most found at the
top of the organization. Does this suggest that organiza-
tions may divide vertically into a Linear culture on top and
a Steady State culture in the middle? If so, Driver (1979)
suggests that movement of Linear people through the Steady
State layer must pose a problem very worthy of research and
practical problem-solving. Again, is the steady career they
discuss an adaptation of blocked Linears to being plateaued?
If so, does this adaptation lead to a true career concept
change and satisfied middle managers, or is it a problem
needing solution?
Miller and Form (1956) also presented a relatively
early model with three direction patterns: Stable; Trial
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period leading to stable; Unstable (which was largely seen
as unsuccessful).
Clearly, the first two patterns foreshadow variants on
Steady State. The final pattern seems a mix of Transitory
and Spriral. Driver (1979) finds it intriguing that there
is a hint that the 1950s, non— Steady State careers were
viewed somewhat negatively, at least in this approach. The
absence of even a mention of Spiral or Transitory patterns
in Pelligrin and Coates further reinforces Driver's view
that, sociologically, these were not favored concepts in the
1950s.
Nosow and Form (1962) distinguish four patterns:
Upward; Random; Coherent (but not necessarily upward);
Change due to occupational shifts in society. These
patterns seem to be clear precursors of the Linear and
Transitory (which is not really "random" in a pure sense in
Driver's view), and possibly even of the Spiral career
pattern—which in the early 1960s was gaining recognition if
not acceptance. Perhaps the apparent absence of the Steady
State reflects its declining value in the 1960s (Driver,
1979) .
Ginzberg and Yohalem (1966) developed the following
patterns for women only: Planner; Recaster; Adapter;
Unsettled.
The Planner is in Driver's terms like the Linear, who
stays on one track. The Recaster is a Linear who meets a
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block by moving to a new setting. The Adapter, who has
plans but always keeps them open, is in many ways getting
very close to the Integrative-Spiral pattern, at least in
directional and cognitive dimensions. The Unsettled is a
less negative, value-laden version of Transitory that had
emerged in the 1960s.
Of particular interest in this model is its cognitive
flavor, the positive flavor of the possibly "Spiral" Adapter
and, again, the absence altogether of the Steady State.
Perhaps the 1960s can be seen as the point where the Spiral
concept really began to gain some recognition in our so-
ciety.
Tausky (1970) sees two patterns: For execut i ves--an
upward view (Linear); For blue-collar workers—a peer-group
comparison model that rationalizes a Steady State view in
this group.
Note the disappearance of a Spiral and Transitory type.
Note also the repetition of Pellegrin and Coates' results:
The top layer is Linear. Tausky says the bottom level may
be Steady State. Perhaps we are returning in the 1970s to a
two-tiered model. Linear at the top, Steady State elsewhere,
which is reminiscent of the 1950s.
Models Dealing with Tims, of
Career Choice and Direction
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Hall (1976) has developed two possibilities here:
Occupational choice—where careers are selected prior to job
entry and are quite static in direction, which is clearly
very close to the Steady State concept. And, career
development--wher e choices are made repeatedly prior to
entering work and afterwards, and the direction is
"dynamic." Again, either a Linear or Spiral pattern resem-
bles this option (11). The absence of the Transitory
concept in this mid-70s model may signify a real loss of
acceptance for this concept since the 1960s.
Models Dealing wilh Time Horiz on si Planning
Roth (1968) specifically focused on a person's career
plan timetable, delineating three types: Clear; Stable;
Vague.
The Clear path looks very much like the elaborate
planning horizon of the Linear concept. The Stable plan is
clearly Steady State. The Vague timetable is closer to the
Transitory but could in ways include the Spiral. Driver
(11) At a later point, Hall distinguishes Protean and
Traditional careers in ways very similar to Driver s
distinction between Linear and Spiral (Driver, 1979).
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(1979) notes the reemergence of a Steady State view in 1968
and the somewhat more negative terminology for
Transitory/Spiral views as opposed to the 1962-1968 models.
Models £oncorned with People
-Yecsus Technical Orientation (12)
McLaughlin and Tiedeman (1974) found that, using career
content (interests, values) models developed by Flanagan
(Flanagan et al, 1973), Holland (1959), or Roe (1956) there
was a distinct transition from technical, i.e., investiga-
tor, scientist, to people management, and artistic (Roe
only) as people got older. They also found that stability
increases with age in terms of content.
Kornhauser (1968) distinguishes between professional
and bureaucratic career patterns. Both would seem to be
Linear and lend support to the subtypes of Linear concepts
as technical and people-oriented.
These two studies do underline the crucial shift toward
a people focus in a technical Linear career, which may need
to occur if it is to continue to advance. McLaughlin and
(12) Interest-oriented models such as Holland, Super, or
Roe's are not reviewed here, following Driver's suggestion
(1979), except as they bear on the technical-people distinc-
tions that are useful in subgrouping Linear concepts.
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Tiedeman's data suggest this shift may be relatively perva-
sive and easy. Yet many technical Linear people may simply
balk at making this shift or lack effective people skills
(Driver, 1979).
Integrated Models
Van Maanen (1975) has developed a concept of career
"themes" that appear to integrate time frame, direction such
as upward or limited, and anchors (e.g. security). The
theme approach agrees with the career concept notion that
coherent patterns of both structure and content may charac-
terize career thought. It simply takes a somewhat different
route in organizing these issues.
Development ol Careex Concepts
Driver (1979) suggests that two themes emerge from a
review of career models:
Do career concepts change over time? How does job
failure or occupational obsolescence affect concepts? How
does class structure or education affect concepts? Is there
some innate pattern or developmental cycle that overrides or
competes with socialized or externally forced career concept
patterns?
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Is American society changing its valuations of career
concepts? Public opinion can play a crucial role in
affecting government policies on career issues, transcending
the efforts any single organization can make (e.g., see
Wirtz, 1975; Van Maanen, Schein, and Bailyn, 1977). These
issues will be addressed.
Driver (1979) also raises three conceptually important
and related questions which are presented here in a brief
fashion as conceptual foundations of the concepts.
1. Can career concepts change all?
2. Can a person be trained for or socialized into a
particular career concept?
3. Is there some innate human development pattern that
affects career concepts?
The answers to question 1 seems to be a clear yes.
Several models showing "stabilization" of a career choice
after a period of trial and apprenticeship (Miller and Form,
1956) have already been discussed. This phenomenon clearly
shows a transition from Transitory to Steady State or Linear.
Several models and sections have dealt with
"plateauing" as a transition from Linear to Steady State
(for instance, Pellegrin and Coates, 1956). Another result
of career blockage is the loss of direction that may occur
in a Linear person who moves to a Transitory concept after a
failure experience. This may be a peculiarly strong pattern
during retirement also.
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Finally, it is clear that "midlife crises" can signal
shifts from allother concepts to a Spiral pattern (Gould,
1972) Driver's conclusion is that career concepts can be-
come stable for many people, particularly after adolescence
(McLaughlin and Tiedeman, 1974), but that changes do occur
for others owing to organizational or occupational factors,
as well as inner dynamics. Data on the proportion of
consistency to change in career concepts would be most
useful (Driver, 1979).
As to the possibility of training for certain career
concepts. Driver takes a very cautious position. No direct
studies bear oi> this issue. Vocational training might seem
to instill a Steady State or Linear concept in Transitory
people. But the failure of such training, especially in
Piore's "secondary" labor market (1970), or hard-core unem-
ployed, may owe a lot to the program's changing only skills,
not career concepts.
Developing a Transitory concept person into a Steady
State or Linear pattern seems to require development of an
identity (Erikson, 1968), a sense of self-esteem, a sense
of general competence (Hall, 1976). This in turn requires
very expert assessment and counseling, as well as carefully
developed success experiencing. Only further research can
lead to a clearer idea of this issue.
Somewhat more data exist on developing a Linear con-
cept. In a sense, McClelland (McClelland and Winter, 1969)
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has developed a program for instilling high need for
achievement, as sense of autonomy, and a liking for risk.
He presents some evidence that such training can be success-
ful even for adults. In addition, another aspect of the
Linear view— the Hierarchic planning mode— might be taught
via techniques similar to those developed by Kepner and
Tregoe (1965). Finally, and prior to training, a very
careful assessment of "success potential" and career path
analysis—with possible points of retraining— should be
developed (Hager, 1977). With some adaptation of the some-
what controversial McClelland approach plus particularized
cognitive training, Linear training appears to be close to a
reality.
The Spiral route still remains much of a mystery. From
some research still underway, Driver suggests three routes
of access:
Extreme success in a Linear mode, leading to an empti-
ness—a sense of "is that all there is?"
A physical/marital crisis, such as a heart attack or
divorce, may open the road for Linear and possibly Steady
State or Transitory types.
Failure or blocking under the right circumstances can
lead to a Spiral approach—although it can easily lead to a
tail spin or downward Spiral, with a Linear view still
desperately held, or to Steady State "adaptation" or to a
Transitory mode.
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Whatever the route of access, the stages of Spiral
change might require:
A period of withdrawal—either physical or mental, and
perhaps lasting for days or years—coupled sometimes with a
search for meaning;
A rediscovery of a new identity, a new creative role to
play a process Gardner (1965) labels "self-renewal;"
A reentry to the organization or social world, playing
this new role.
These phases may be collapsed on one another in a
matter of days or may take extended periods.
Training for a Spiral pattern may become a distinct
possibility, especially if timed in relation to one of the
routes of access mentioned above. Combinations of creativi-
ty training, identity search methods, and self-analysis,
plus expert counseling on reentry may form the basis of su.ch
training.
Driver concludes that training for career concepts does
seem to be possible with further testing and development of
procedures. Events in a person's life can serve as effec-
tive triggers to enhance such training. For instance, ill-
ness might spur on a Steady State or Spiral move. Skill
obsolescence in a Steady Stater might encourage a Transitory
mode. Family enlargement might support a transition to a
Linear mode. Sudden success can be a route of access to the
Spiral concept.
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The third question concerned innate or socially learned
development patterns in career concepts. There are indeed a
wide variety of life stage or career stage theorists whose
work is very suggestive of possible career concept develop-
mental sequences.
Theories Suggesting a Transitory-
Steady Shate Transition
Super (1957) has developed a model that encompasses
three innate states: Growth and Exploration, which seems
Transitory; Establishment and Maintenance, which seem large-
ly Steady State, with a possibility of Linear; and, Decline,
possibly a return to Transitory.
Miller and Form (1956), working more from a social
learning viewpoint, suggest three similar stages: Prepara-
tion, initial work, trial work, which seem quite Transitory;
Stable work, which appears Steady State; and. Retirement,
Transitory again, or possibly a new Steady State.
It is interesting to note the overlap of psychological
and sociological models. It is also interesting to note the
virtual absence of Spiral or even Linear concepts in these
models of the 1950s (Driver, 1979).
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Thfi.QLi.es Suggesting a Transitory
Concept Leading a Steady State
or Lineal Concept Branch
Hall and Nougaim (1968) have developed a subtle model
that begins with a Pre-work trial period, which allows a
person to discover successful self aspects. Although this
has a Transitory flavor, it almost seems to suggest the
possibility of a youthful Spiral pattern.
Following this Pre-work trial and error, a period of
Establishment occurs, where repeated success builds a career
identity. This period could be Steady State or initial
Linear. Then comes a period of Advancement based on
success, which is apparently Linear. Next, there appears a
Maintenance phase, which is probably a Steady State. Final-
ly comes Retirement and the enigmatic question usually not
dealt with: What career concepts fit retirement?
Thompson and Dalton (1976? see also Dalton, Thompson,
and Price, 1977) have developed a very clearly organiza-
tional career stage model as follows:
1. Apprentice. Seems largely Transitory, although an
early Spiral is not ruled out.
2. Professional. Seems largely a technical Linear phase
where a person seeks to become an expert. This could
involve, however, a People Linear emphasis on being a
managerial problem-solver. It could even suggest a
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Steady State phase—especially and obviously for those
who do not move on.
3. Manager or "Idea Person." In this stage, concern
shifts purely self-orientation to developing products,
services, or ideas via a limited set of other people.
This phase seems ideally suited to favor the People
Linear type's advancement, although as an "idea
person," a Technical Linear who acquires some people
skills might continue to advance.
4. Policy Maker or Idea Innovator. In this phase, the
People Linear advances to director of large enterprises
and deals with external strategies. The Technical
Linear Innovator creatively develops new concepts via
total systems. Here again, one senses the trouble
brewing for a Technical Linear who has not shifted
interest (a la McLaughlin and Tiedeman) and skill to
more of a people focus. An interesting component of
this fourth stage is that a certain opening for crea-
tive ideas or generative mentoring of others comes into
play. Thus, a possible option for a Spiral concept
emerges in this late phase (Driver, 1979).
Thompson and Dalton present clear evidence that in the
R&D organizations studied, probably Linear, the person
staying at Stage 2, the Steady State expert, is in trouble
in terms of ratings and salary. He may be very effective
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(Graves, 1977) but is not rewarded— illustrating the dilemma
of person-organization mismatch in a career concept sense.
This model also poses another intriguing issue: if
Spiral concept people can emerge in Stage 4, how do they
survive Stages 2 and 3? Can we assume that either the
organization permits "closet Spirals" to move up, perhaps
role playing a Linear mode; or, that the success of reaching
Stage 4 permits some Linears to embark naturally on a Spiral
path?
It is evident that these models open up fascinating
research and organizational problem-solving horizons.
The
Q
xi.es Expli c i tly Including a Spiral stage
Van Maanen and Schein (1977) build a four-stage model,
as follows:
Exploration. Can consist of merely a series of tenta-
tive choices, rather Transitory, or the development of a
self-image, perhaps a neo-Spiral?
Establishment. A career "theme" emerges. This theme
can be either Steady State or Linear. They hint that failure
is the predecessor of a Steady State mode in this phase.
Driver agrees but suggests that this concept may be the
result of positive choice as well.
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Maintenance. A period that could be purely Steady
State. However, the "mid-life crisis" common in this stage
could generate a Spiral concept at this time.
Decline. Again it is not clear what happens to career
concepts here.
An important point is that this is apparently the first
organizationally focused career stage model that opens the
door to a Spiral path clearly at such an early stage, al-
though one might see this in Hall and Nougaim or Thompson
and Dalton.
Erikson (1963, 1968) has developed one of the earliest
and most clearly psychological, as opposed to organiza-
tional, adult life stage models. The preadolescent stages
will not be discussed since in the research these critical
years are not addressed. So the first phase in this model
for our purposes is the "Identity Crisis" phase. Erikson
sees this as a period emerging in adolescence in which
childhood adaptations are all reexamined. The adolescent
searches now for a new creative, autonomous role in which he
or she can contribute to society and derive a sense of
meaning and faith.
To the extent that a truly "democratic identity"
emerges, Driver thinks that we are close to the emergence of
a Spiral career concept; for this type of identity is crea-
tive and autonomous as well as achievement-oriented.
However, some "solve" the identity crisis by adopting a more
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"totalitarian" identity— retaining faith and achievement,
and perhaps even autonomy to a degree, but abandoning crea-
tivity. This would parallel in some ways the emergence of a
Linear concept. A Steady State concept might stress autono-
my more than achievement. But in Erikson's view, some
Steady State people would be seen as "mere comformists" with
no real identity, who are simply killing time.
In his view, the Transitory concept might well
represent "identity confusion," in which a great loss of
concentration ability as well as other "symptoms" occur— for
example, faddism. Erikson clearly places strong value on
achieving identity, especially a "democratic identity."
He then goes on to postulate three more stages:
An Intimacy crisis--in which one develops an open,
honest, non-"mirror image" relationship with one or more
other people.
A Generativity crisis— in which one comes to grips with
mentoring or developing others, especially the new
generation.
An Integrity crisis--in which one comes to an
acceptance of the inevitable "rightness" of one's life, and
all reality.
In Drivers view, both intimacy and generativity can
become crucial aspects of a Spiral career concept. Driver
takes issue with Erikson's idea that there is one identity
crisis that, when solved or not, leads onto other crises at
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given successive age periods. As he sees it, one may go
through repeated identity crises (self-renewal, in Gardner's
term), each with a slightly different identity outcome—
perhaps one "identity" stresses intimacy, another creative
contributions to society, still another a generative concern
for developing others.
Driver feels that the "integrity" resignation of
Erikson is not the only alternative to despair in the twi-
light of life. He believes that the truly Spiral person,
and perhaps Linear or Steady State as well, can continue to
develop new roles, to achieve more, or to retain his or her
expertise right to the end of physical existence. Driver
interprets Erikson's "finale" as that of a Steady State
adaptation.
Gould (1972) has also contributed an interesting life
stage model with powerful career concept implicaitons. In
an adapted form by Driver, it looks like this:
Apprentice/Autonomy Phase (16-22 years old). In this
phase, there is a crucial separation from parental
dominance, testing for an identity, openness, variety
seeking. To the extent that no self is found, the pattern
appears to remain Transitory. To the extent that an identi-
ty is given by the environment, either a Steady State or
Linear concept emerges. (There is even a possibility of a
Spiral concept emerging, and creative self-definition but
Gould seems to feel that this is of lowest probability at
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this age.) What is very important here is the idea that
ultimately Linear or Steady State concepts are derived from
social models, whereas Spiral concepts represent a unique
self-created pattern.
Adult Mastery (ages 23-28)
—
proving oneself as an
adult. Driver interprets this to mean either in a Linear
mode, testing one's ability to achieve, or in a Steady State
mode, forging, one's niche, possibly through an apprentice
route. An active Transitory might establish his or her
capacity to successfully take repeated risks, whereas a
passive Transitory might prove his or her ability to keep on
moving; he or she owes no one anything.
"30s Crisis" (28-33). A major dissatisfaction with any
of the modes above may set in. Requestioning of externally
imposed Linear or Steady State concepts can lead to the
emergence of a relatively early Spiral concept, such as
Erikson's. The crisis may, however, lead only to a new
direction in a Linear route or a reaffirmation of prior
modes. For a Transitory, it can signal a move toward
settling down into an identity.
Continued Mastery (33-43) —usually a period of intense
effort to "make it" by Linears, to end apprenticeship by
Steady Staters, which is Driver's interpretation.
Settled Down (43-50). This can often signal a
"resignation to reality;" a feeling that the dye is cast.
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Linears may slack off; perhaps a strong Steady State resur-
gence occurs, often to refocus energy on family. it is
suggested by Driver that for some in this stage, a Spiral
concept may emerge—but around intimacy, not work.
Late Renewal (50+). Gould is quite optimistic about
the possibility of an autumnal renewal at this point.
Strong seeking for self-defined Spiral concept occurs. This
may lead to a new intimacy, a new creative contribution, or
possibly a Spiral Generative shift to mentoring others
(Thompson and Dalton, 1976).
It is particularly interesting that in this model Spi-
ral patterns can emerge at different life stages, including
the pre- and post-retirement period.
Levinson (Levinson, et al.,1976; Levinson, 1977) has
developed an equally important life stage model, as follows:
Leaving Family and Getting into Adult World (16-29).
At this point, there is a focus on autonomy, exploration,
and provisional commitments. It is a primarily Transitory
period, with some possible identity, but Levinson sees this
coming later than Gould does.
30s Transition. Here, Levinson sees acceptance of an
identity, perhaps externally given, which he calls "settling
in," as a path many take. This could signify acceptance of
Steady State or Linear concepts. Levinson does see a
possibility of continuance of an unsettled life, which is
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clearly Transitory. One has a less clear sighting of the
Sprial possibility here than with Gould.
Settling Down (30 35) • This is a period for some of
order and stability, possibly Steady State or long-range
upward striving, possibly Linear. There may be an autonomy
reassertion that could signal a Spiral pattern.
Becoming One's Own Person. Stong autonomy push; this
seems to be the most characteristic of the Linear, but
certain Steady Staters may "set up for themselves" at this
point. Of course, for the Transitory this is the real issue
all along.
Mid-Life Transition (38 to mid-40s). Levinson and his
associates find that nearly 80 per cent of the people they
surveyed underwent a rethinking at this stage, a soul-
searching. At this point, Levinson clearly sees a Spiral
option opening; he terms it "breaking out." In men, it
often involves an opening up to more feminine, artistic,
creative activities; in women, it leads to assertion of
analytic, managerial, "masculine" traits (see Jung below).
However, not all break out. Some, because of illness,
failure, etc., shift to a rather sad "weighted-down" Steady
State.
Middle Adult (45-?). The Spiral concept person goes on
to new creativity (e.g. Frank Lloyd Wright), new social
contribution (Gandhi), new mentoring (Jung). The Steady
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Stater though, is seen by Levinson as a kind of "has-been,"
lingering along (e.g. Dylan Thomas or F. Scott Fitzgerald).
Driver suggests that the Spiral path may emerge earlier
than mid-life and that some people continue in Linear or
Steady State or Transitory paths with apparently no feeling
4
of malaise.
Jung (1934) is in some sense the earliest to formulate
a clear life stage model. He saw the first half of life as
looking outward to the world, and the second half focused
more on developing one's self, the integration of all
aspects of one's personality. The first phase could be seen
as Linear, but in his discussion of "personality" (1934), he
describes the possibility of a person's developing "fully"
early in life. What this early development meant was a
tuning in to an inner voice, a message about one's possible
role or destiny coming from within one's own unconscious
mind. A conscious choice to accept this inner awareness
constitutes a developed personality. A person who is over-
whelmed by his or her unconscious is on the road to madness,
but a person who never tunes in is, in Jung's terms, a mere
conformist with no real purpose.
This inner voice "is a voice of a fuller life, of a
wider, more comprehensive consciousness. . . an increase of
self consciousness" (Jung, 1954, p. 184). Jung identifies
this phase in early life with the archetype or unconscious
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motif of the hero (13). He sees human development as a
widening incorporation of unconscious elements, including
archetypes, into our conscious self. Driver feels that the
"developed personality" in Jung's sense may well be on the
Spiral path to self-awareness well before mid-life.
Jung himself never laid out an elaborate "archetypal
stage" model of life; however, Driver believes it sheds much
light on the unfolding concept of career concept development
and thus offers the following analysis.
Perhaps an obvious beginning is with the "Youth" (or
Puer Aeternus) archetype (Jung, 1940). This unconscious
factor signifies potential. It is characterized by
wandering and focuses heavily on development of emotion.
Driver sees a link in the emergence of this archetype into
adolescent consciousness as possibly underlying the Transi-
tory career concept phase of early youth.
(13) As defined by Driver (1979), archetypes are extremely
hard to define. Jung believed that deep within our uncon-
scious mind, there lie objective patterns that are basic to
all human life. These patterns can project into our con-
scious minds as people in myths and dreams or symbols. They
can signify a particular role or purpose to the conscious
mind that is in tune with unconscious and deeper reality
(Jung, 1959)
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Somewhat later, in Driver's view, might emerge the
"Trickster" archetype (Jung, 1954). This archetype stresses
a wily, elusive role in which intuition is used heavily and
autonomy is very important. It may remain the prevailing
archetype in persons retaining a Transitory career concept
for life.
Then comes the emergence of the Hero or Heroine
archetype (Campbell, 1956). The "inner voice" mentioned
above activates a strong, active, intellect-dominated role
where achievement becomes very crucial. Although this may
lead in a Spiral direction. Driver sees this stage as
largely similar to the Linear career concept.
About the same time, or perhaps later, the
Father/Mother archetypes (Whitmont, 1969; Chetwynd, 1972)
may emerge, where the emphasis is on establishment or order
and authority. Practicality and convention are critical.
This would strongly associate with the Steady State concept.
Finally emerges the Wise Man or Great Mother archetypes
(Jung, 1945) (14), which are nurturing, perhaps intimate and
generative. They clearly signify a type of Spiral career
concept. If the Hero/Heroine persists along with the two
archetypes mentioned above, a kind of Messiah pattern may
(14) According to Driver's interpretation (1979), in Jung's
thought, female and male archetypes tend to become more
balanced—equalized in mid-life (Levinson, 1977).
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emerge, where the inner wisdom and nurturing of this phase
are not passive and inward, but continue to act on the world
indefinitely.
B r iver ' S Model Career Concept Development
The five models of development briefly reviewed here do
not clearly agree on the timing or even credibility of
certain career concepts. A preliminary sketch of career
concept development is offered by Driver, which draws on
these models:
The "Apprentice-Youth" or Transitory Phase. Most mo-
dels agree that we begin in a Transitory, tentative,
noncommitting mode. Common to this phase may be a desire to
assert autonomy, especially from parents, and to find and
test a "self."
Some people seem never to end this phase. They never
find a stable self-identity. Whether this is due to a fear
of commitment or a basic lack of trust (in Erikson's sense,
1965) is not clear, although the possible role of the
"Trickster" archetype suggests a deep lack of trust.
The Heroic or Linear Achieving State (probable
emergence 18-32). At this point, an indentity, externally
imposed, is found and the person strives to achieve success,
to act out his or her identity and receive recognition from
others. Advice from a mentor, perhaps a Wise Old Man or
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Great Mother, may be crucial. The Hero may at times go
through periods of adversity, death and rebirth being an
extreme symbol of this. A new identity may emerge, a form
of sel f- r enewal
,
that is more internally defined, as Jung
suggests. At this point, a more creative, less achievement-
oriented synthesis of Linear and Spiral patterns may
develop.
The Heroic pattern may persist on its own throughout
life— the eternal Linear path, particularly if one is always
only partially successful. It may emerge with other
patterns as just described above (i.e., a Linear/Spiral
mix), or it may give way entirely— e.g. failure may move it
to Steady State. Extreme success may move it toward a more
generative or intimacy-oriented Spiral path.
The Steady State Stage (possible emergence 32-42). As
already noted, this stage may emerge right after Stage 1.
It may then persist for life. One suspects here a strong
role of parental values being played out and training in a
very authoritarian, strict mode.
Another kind of Steady State may be simply a pre-stage
for a Linear take-of f-- i. e. , developing "expertise" in
Thompson and Dalton's phrase. Still again, and perhaps most
commonly, the Steady State may simply be a natural outcome
of a prior Linear phase that has been severely blocked or
where family or hobby increasingly take one's interest. The
first type of accommodative Steady State may harbor the
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bitter ness mentioned by Levinson. The second may really be
simply a refocusing of energy from work to nonwork and
perhaps signal a nonwork Spiral or Linear career getting
under way.
The Wise Old Man/Great Mother Spiral Phase (possible
emergence 40-?). Jung and many others see this more passive
Spiral path coming later in life. It could be preceded by
any of the paths outlined above: The pure Transitory may
finally "find himself or herself." The Steady State person
may discover some "inner voice" and get moving in a develop-
mental sense, particularly in relation to intimacy and gene-
rativity. The Linear may turn inward for self-definition
and either continue to merge a creative acheivement modality
with the nurturing, generative modality of this later Spiral
path or move off in an active creative mode. In any event,
the essential quality of this phase is maximum self-
awareness combined with a desire to develop others.
Driver does not restrict the Spiral career concept to
this phase. It may occur early in life as a Heroic Spiral
phase in which creative achievement is central, a
Linear/Spiral, which may emerge in the 20s or 30s.
The later Spiral pattern could take three distinct
forms
:
A Nurturant/Intimacy (Great Mother; Anima) Spiral
phase, which may emerge in the 40s and 50s. Concerned with
building deep relationships or developing other individuals.
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A Mentoring/Generative Spiral (Wise Old Man plus Hero)
phase, which may occur in the 50s and 60s and be concerned
with developing whole systems, organizations, societies.
A very personal, self-absorbed Spiral phase (pure Wise
Old Man), which may characterize the final phase of life, a
phase of getting into contact with greatest awareness of the
ultimate meanings, with possible apparent overt passivity.
One might see this phase turning into a very special men-
toring, brought to mind by the concept of the "Sage."
Driver does not see at this point any necessity for age
typing (15) or even a particular order. It is his hope that
research and sharing of experiences will ultimately broaden
the awareness of these phenomena.
The Career Concepts ol Women
The literature on female managers and their career
development is reviewed as it relates to career patterns.
Overall, the research on women and management has
certain characteristics peculiar to the nature of the sub-
ject and its stage of development: (1) With a few important
exceptions, most of the work has been produced as periodical
(15) Therefore, at this point. Driver (1979) does not recom-
mend use of chronological age as a guide to career concepts
in people.
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articles and doctoral dissertations. The publication of
scholarly books has begun recently; many books already in
the field are collections of essays or are popularized
advice books. (2) Relevant work appears not only in
scholarly journals, but also in trade publications, whose
articles are especially useful for information on trends and
practices, although they tend to be impressionistic rather
than empirical. (3) Research standards vary across disci-
plines, and much of the work is poorly done by any measure.
Methods and theories applied previously to other topics have
been transferred to this subject without modification or
inspiration. (4) Profound changes in social context have
made some of the standard works and research instruments
obsolete (Brown, 1979).
A rapidly growing literature on women's careers is
telling us that many of our theoretical concepts about
careers are in fact concepts about male careers.
It is well known that women have tended to choose
different occupations from men and that they have encoun-
t e r e d barriers to entry and advancement in male
occupations." In the area of employment, the options open
to women have been restricted, both by lower aspirations
than men (Epstein and Bronzaft, 1974) and by occupational
restrictions (O'Leary, 1974).
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Another reason to study women's career pattterns in
particular is that prior studies of men may not be
applicable to women (Hall, 1976).
Presumably, women who have already passed through a
multiple stage selection process to reach the top in their
organizations are similar to men in terms of their motives
and beliefs (Wood and Greenfeld, 1976). Nonetheless, women
who are just beginning their careers may differ from men in
their expectations (Stake, 1978), attitudes toward work
(Buchholz, 1978), and perceptions of the abilities of women
(Terbey, Peters, Illgen, and Smith, 1977). These differ-
ences might logically make certain tactics, such as asser-
tiveness, more attractive to women in lower managerial
levels than to men (Freedman, 1979; Larwood and Wood, 1977;
Wood, 1975).
Although several studies have examined the job tactics
of men, they have not examined the tactics that might be
used by women (Larwood and Lockhead, 1979). In one of the
very few studies on female managers in banking, Larwood and
Kaplan (1980) found a high degree of agreement about the
importance of a number of items concerning job tactics,
including the ability to make decisions and the demonstra-
tion of competence. Certain items were reliably related to
both salary and subjective career success.
Over the past forty years researchers have repeatedly
- shown that, regardless of their personal gifts or background
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or education, women are directly and strongly influenced in
their work activities by their marital, child-bearing, and
childrearing situations (Astin, 1967; Bryan and Boring,
1947; Ginzberg and Associates, 1966). This effect has been
demonstrated so regularly, in such a wide array of samples,
and for so long, that it seems unnecessary to ask whether it
may be peculiar to person or place. When the issue is
women's work, it appears no less than a fact that women's
career lives are highly contingent upon their family lives.
Indeed, Driver has noted that women have historically had
Transitory career concepts due to the need for flexible
career patterns to adapt to family needs.
However, it is also widely believed—at least outside
of scholarly circles—that women's work lives are less con-
tingent on their family situations than they once were,
since it is increasingly possible for women to pursue family
and career lives at the same time. Some have argued that it
is now mainly younger women, during the child-bearing years,
who experience a conflict between work and family (Staines,
Pleck, Shepard and O'Connor, 1978). In contrast, others
have argued that the conflict may be less for the entire
younger generation of women, but that it may always remain
for older women raised with more traditional values (see,
e.g., Riesman, 1964). Finally, social historians such as
Chafe (1977) have indicated that there has been such a broad
social revolution in expectations and norms for women's
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behavior that it seems no women could be unaffected by it.
Thus, increasing doubts have been expressed about the uni-
versality and permanence of the relationship between women's
work and family lives.
In turn, developmental or life cycle change, cohort or
generational change, and broad social changes have all been
invoked as possible mediators o£ the relationship. Cross-
sectional studies of single cohorts of women do not allow us
to see, let alone untangle the complex effects of social,
cohort, and developmental change. Only studies conducted
over time and across cohorts—especially cohorts that differ
in life stage--allow us to identify the effects of these
different kinds of change (Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance,
1982) .
Profile of the Successful Female Manag e!
Several group studies of women in managerial positions
have been published recently (Hennig and Jardim, 1977;
Crawford, 1977; Gordon and Strober, 1978; Wood and
Greenf eld, 1976; Personnel, 1977; Schein, 1972; Fogart, et
al, 1971; Robertson, 1978). However, there is an acute need
for more research analyzing the personalities, social back-
ground, and career pathways of female executives.
Additional work is also needed on the performance of women
executives; their achievements must be measured against
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objective standards based on factors other than sex. Many
recent studies have inadequate research designs. The sam-
ples are too limited and not well distributed among managers
in diverse fields. Because of differences in business prac-
tice and opinions caused by line of business, geography, and
company size, business historians have recognized the inva-
lidity of extrapolating from a few cases to the whole
business "community." Researchers on women in management
have only recently begun to observe that the experience of a
female manager can be affected by certain situational vari-
ables. For instance, when corporate size is examined,
investigators report that while larger firms may employ more
women in management, small firms may offer women a better
chance to achieve top management positions (Lyle and Ross,
1973) .
These surveys of executive women provide a composite
image similar to, yet different from, the profile of the
male executive. The similarities involve the manner in
which female managers relate to their jobs, while the
differences concern family life. Almost all female execu-
tives are pleased with their work, enjoy their success, and
hold the same expectations of their positions as male mana-
gers. The reasons women give for being satisfied with their
executive jobs are similar to those given by men: they like
solving problems, using their talents, and managing others
(Larwood and Wood, 1977; Brief and Oliver, 1976).
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The limited research on attitudes and motives of
individuals in managerial careers indicates that "women
appear to manage well for essentially the same reasons men
do— that is, existing criteria for excellence are equally
appropriate for both." No consistent difference in
motivation to manage have been found between male and female
managers (Miner, 1974; Miner 1973).
However, the executive role imposes a more demanding /
schedule on the personal lives of women than of men. Al-
though marriage has not been proven to slow career
advancement, the women in these studies are only a third to
a half as likely as male managers to be married. Compared
with the general population, a substantially larger percen-
tage of women in middle management are not married, and
those who are married tend to marry late. Married female
executives are less likely than their male counterparts to
have children, but, if they do, they have primary responsi-
bility for their care and, therefore, spend more time with
them than do married male executives. Many female middle
managers either have no children or have older children who
have already left home. These surveys of female executives
also support the proposition that career women generally
have supportive husbands with strong self-images who are not
threatened by their wives's success (Henning and Jardim,
1977; Crawford, 1977; Wood and Greenfeld, 1976; Heidrick and
Struggles, 1976; Fogarty, et al, 1971).
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It has been pointed out by Brown (1979) and others that
researchers must give greater consideration to delineating
generational differences since there are actually three age
groups of female managers working today: senior executives,
middle managers (about 35 to 45 years of age), and managers
under 35. Although investigations of recent male and female
business school graduates are under way, most profile
studies have focused on senior female managers, who entered
business through the opportunity created by World War II.
Henning (1977) and Crawford (1977) note that many managers
in their studies started their careers in an office-related
position, such as Secretary. This represents a different
experience from that of the young female MBAs now entering
managerial training programs in corporations. If this gene-
ration of women survives the deteriorating economic
conditions, the profiles of their careers twenty years from
now should be quite different from those other few female
predecessors (Brown, 1979; Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance,
1982) .
Some studies have suggested that certain personality
traits (self-esteem, fear of success) are related to career
behavior in women (Birnbaum, 1975; Hoffman, 1977). Others
have argued that women's career activity may have negative
personal consequences in generating stress or personal con-
flict. New studies should identify which of these
relationships between women's work activities and other
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aspects of their lives are relatively stable over time and
across age cohorts. The minimum data necessary for such
analyses are data collected at two time points from compar-
able cross-sections, or from an age—heterogeneous (divisible
into cohorts) sample. A single heterogeneous longitudinal
sample also provides the opportunity for the kind of over-
time analyses presented in Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance
(1982). Planned longitudinal samples, and follow-ups of
existing samples employing this analytic approach, should
enable us to begin to delineate the areas in which women's
behavior and experience are affected by broad social
changes, by cohor t- media ted changes, or by processes of
personal development (Gilligan, 1982). Such results might
inhibit researchers' and policy makers' sweeping generaliza-
tions about women, families, and work; and aid in the
formulation of more focused and more accurate research hypo-
theses (Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance, 1982).
CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
Objectives of this chapter are to provide specific
details of the present study and the rationale for using a
qualitative method. The chapter is divided into three major
sections. The parameters and design of the present study
are included in the first section. This section will also
include a summary listing of working assumptions upon which
this study is based. The second section of the chapter con-
tains information on how the sample was chosen, selected
method of gathering the data, and how the data were ana-
lyzed. The rationale for using a qualitative research
method is presented in the third section. To this end, the
methodological framework used is that of grounded theory
(Glaser and Strauss, 1968).
This is a qualitative, exploratory study of 28 female
middle managers in the banking industry. An adapted version
of Driver's Career Concept Questionnaire was used to elicit
information on Driver's four internal career courses and
possible modifications of these concepts. On the basis of
structured interviews, career concepts were coded according
.to Driver's scoring mechanism from the questionnaire.
Results were analyzed and frequencies for each primary and
secondary career concept reported. In addition, properties
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of "other" responses were analyzed to determine if possible
modifications of properties of the concepts exist.
Parameters q£ the Study
This is a qualitative, exploratory study of 28 middle
managers in the banking industry in the greater Boston,
Massachusetts, area. The subjects were women and the
decision to study women reflects the researcher's long
standing professional research interest in women and the
need to research the internal career concepts of female
managers, which is not addressed in the theory or research
on career concepts thus far. This study may be limited as
to generalizability but it addresses a gap in the literature.
Design
According to current practice, the appropriate method
to gather career history data in order to assess career
concepts is to categorize people by concept. This necessi-
N,
tates a sample of persons of sufficient career history (at
least middle management) to allow for categorization of
concept. Research subjects would need a minimum of ten
years experience. This is based on the assumption that
persons holding such positions would have long enough career
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histories so as to make the categorizing of persons by
career concept possible.
Frequencies were analyzed for an examination of the
distribution of the primary and secondary career concepts.
A discussion of similarities and differences between the
methodologies and their results will occur in Chapter VI,
Discussion, Conclusions, and Implications.
Sampling
The sample size of the present study was 28 indi-
viduals, who were selected based on their ability to meet
all of the following criteria:
Female
Employed in a bank
Middle managers in a bank
Willingness to be interviewed concerning their
career concepts.
Potential subjects were identified through existing
contacts the researcher had within the banking industry in
the Boston, Massachusetts, area; through the help of the
Massachusetts Chapter of the National Association of Banking
Women (NABW)
,
who allowed the researcher to use a Chapter
President's name as a referral; and, through referrals from
participating subjects themselves. Once potential subjects
were identified through these means, they were contacted on
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the phone by the researcher to obtain their cooperation as
well as to make sure they fit the criteria as stated. Sub-
jects were then contacted through a letter with a telephone
follow-up to set up an appointment in their organization at
their convenience. Letters of confirmation were sent prior
to the interview, and letters of appreciation were sent
following the interview. Samples of all letters are in-
cluded in Appendices B, C f and D. Population attributes are
reported in terms of numbers, compensation average, age,
title, and educational level in Chapter V, Analysis of Data.
Instrumentation
The decision was made to use interviews rather than
Driver's Career Concept Questionnaire in assessing the ca-
reer concepts in order to achieve the stated objective of
examining the concepts for a different population. The
instrument used both standardized coding of Driver's con-
cepts and inspection of data for new properties of theoreti-
cal concepts and/or categories.
The latest version of Driver's Career Concept Question-
naire (1982) provides comprehensive pen and paper analysis
of individual job, departmental, and organizational career
concepts. It consists of five parts, 317 questions, and is
39 pages in length. While the instrument has shown some
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val id idty (Driver/ 1981)/ it is clearly still in the pre-
liminary stages of development as a reliable and valid
method of assessing career concepts. Due to the preliminary
nature of the instrument and the extreme length involved,
the researcher decided to use the individual assessment part
only. The individual assessment section measures the indi-
vidual's career concepts according to frequency of change in
career areas, frequency of change in job, frequency of
change in job locations, direction of movement, job content
changes, and general career patterns. Each section consists
of four questions, with the exception of the job content
changes which has six items. The individual assessment
section used in this study is exactly the same as that of
Driver's Career Concept Questionnar ie, with two exceptions.
The first difference is that the assessment of career
motives section is omitted from the questionnaire and inter-
view. The decision to omit this section was on the basis of
a recommendation by one of the authors of the questionnaire,
indicating that the career motives section had not developed
meaningful correlations with the concepts in research con-
ducted thus far.
The second modification in the original questionnaire
for this study was that the five-point Likert scale to
record responses from very little to very great was changed
to a three-part scale to record responses, little, moderate,
and very great. This modification was necessary in order to
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make the questionnaire amenable to an interview format
rather than a written self-administered questionnaire. The
modified questionnaire is presented in Appendix A.
In adapting the original scale in this form, the data
would not be compatible for comparison to the data collected
from Driver's original questionnaire. As such, the data
collected reflect potential weaknesses in their reliability
and validity as compared to Driver's data. It can be ar-
gued, however, that the surface validity of the data is
presentable. Clearly, no statistical correlations or infe-
rences can be drawn from the data collected in the present
study due to the small sample size. Additional discussion of
this point will be addressed in Chapter VI.
Procedure
After the field test of the adapted questionnaire,
subjects were contacted and interviews set up. Using the
questionnaire form, interviews lasting from 1-1/2 to 3 hours
were conducted on site at the subject's organization. Re-
sponses to the interview guide were then coded according to
Driver's scoring mechanism which codes each question to a
concept, from the original Career Concept Questionnaire.
Frequencies were analyzed according to the aggregate of each
concept, so that primary and secondary concepts could be
determined according to the highest and second highest score
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of the four concepts for each subject. Tied scores were
reported as "mixed." Characteristics of each of the four
concepts for the sample were analyzed to determine if the
concept had face validity as compared to Driver's descrip-
tion of each concept. Differences and/or modifications were
noted. In addition, the "other" category at the end of the
interview form was analyzed to determine if there were any
consistent patterns. Findings from this were reported as
descriptive data.
Qualita ti ve Nature ol the study
There is a general agreement among researchers that
qualitative methods are better suited for studies that are
explorative in nature and focus on theory generation,
whereas quantitative methods are preferred in studies where
the emphasis is on theory verification (Glaser and Strauss,
1968? Iannaccone, 1975). In addition, qualitative studies
aimed at
'
generating theory especially facilitate the devel-
opment of theories on the process, sequence, and change
pertaining to a social/psychological phenomenon under study.
That is, the process leads to the creation of a developing,
as opposed to static, theory (Iannaccone, 1975).
The purpose of the study is to apply a theory of inter-
nal career concepts using the actual experience of an
unstudied set of selected subjects, in this case female
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middle managers. Given this objective, a proper methodolo-
gical framework is found in what Glaser and Strauss define
as the Grounded Theory (1968)/ where the emphasis is on
generating rather than verifying theories.
The focus is on establishing suggestion and not proof.
The analysis of the data from the present study resulted in
conceptual categories (e.g. various stages, facilitating
factors). In turn, each category is presented in Chapter V,
Analysis of Data. A presentation of suggested relationships
between emerging categories and their properties (i.e.,
hypothesis and additional research question) is also pre-
sented, in Chapter VI.
Advantage? and Disadvantages q£ Interviews
The structured interview is used primarily to verify
existing theories and the hypotheses derived therefrom. The
scientist who uses this tool is usually intent upon testing
an existing set of hypotheses; he or she is less concerned
with discovery per se. And, of course, standardization
greatly enhances reliability.
The standardized interview also offers decided advan-
tages in terms of efficiency: it affords savings in time,
labor, and above all, money. In theory at least, the stan-
dardized interview helps to eliminate needless questions.
Then, too, the analysis can be formally built into the
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design of the questionnaire and the more formalized the
questions, the simpler the coding, computing, and tabulation
processes.
The drawbacks of the structured interview include the
investigator's tendency to impose his or her own categories
upon those of the informant. Thus, researchers often assume
that when a person answers "Don't know," rather than simply
"Yes" or "No" he or she is not neutral but actually leans
more in one direction than in another. The respondent, it
is argued, should be forced to make a choice.
Generally speaking, the structured interview is more
suitable to large scale surveys and to the formal testing of
hypotheses, while the unstructured interview is most useful
for discovering the existence of potential
social/psychological patterns (rather than the formal
testing of propositions concerning the existence of given
patterns) and establishing new theories and models (Sjoberg,
1956
, p. 95).
Comparison of Methodologies and Results
The methodology employed in the present study was a
structured interview.
The difference between structured and unstructured is
mainly in the manner in which the interviews are conducted
and their attendant goals. Unlike the structured interview,
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the unstructured interview exercises considerable freedom
during the interview process to the point that the session
approaches the informality of ordinary conversation with the
researcher skillfully guiding that conversation. In other
words, questions are formalized but the question-asking
process is unstructured. In addition, the goal of the
unstructured interview is to obtain a better understanding
of the subject's world of meaning and utilize their catego-
ries rather than to impose meanings and categories of the
researcher onto the subject.
While the unstructured interview can assume a variety
of forms, the present study used an adapted version of
Driver's pen and paper Career Concept Questionnaire as a
focused interview guide designed to obtain answers to the
research questions outlined in Chapter I.
The methodology itself, then, presupposes both the
existence of current concepts, and searches for new
properties to test the descriptive validity of the concepts
for a different population, in this case, women. The
methodology determines the data results, and the research
reflects this bias.
Similarly, however, previous research on career
concepts have been measured utilizing a pen and paper ques-
tionnaire developed by Driver, et al. The questionnaire
presupposes certain properties and categories of each con
cept type and is thus responsive only to verifying the
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existing career concepts, as defined. Thus, the current
study assumes the existence of Driver's four concepts while
it attempts simultaneously to look for possible modifica-
tions. The study attempts to further delineate the concep-
tual and methodological problems associated with the
assessment of internal career concepts.
Data Analysis
There are two basic approaches to the analysis of
qualitative data. First is to convert qualitative data into
crudely quantifiable form so that hypothesis testing can
occur. In this case, the researcher initially makes every
effort to code all relevant data and then systematically
assemble, assess, and analyze data in a way that constituted
s
proof of a given proposition. A second approach, which is
used if the goal is to generate theories (e.g. developing
new categories and properties, hypotheses) is not confined
to the practice of systematically coding first followed by
proof— directed analysis. The reason for this is that in
generating a theory, the researcher is constantly reintegra-
ting theoretical notions as she reviews the material in an
on-going way. Analyses after coding operations would not
only delay and interfere with theory generation, but the
explicit coding itself is often an unnecessary, burdensome
task. Therefore, the researcher merely inspects the data
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for new properties of theoretical concepts and makes nota-
tions on these categories (Glaser and Strauss, 1968, pp.
101-102). Because of the exploratory nature and stated goal
of both inspection of Driver's concepts and possible new
properties of concepts, the analysis of the present study
used both approaches.
The analyses of the present study involved both the
verification of existing categories and the potential addi-
tion^) of new and/or modifications of existing career
concepts. The expected categories are the career concepts
to be generated: Linear, Spiral, Transitory, and Steady
State, as described by Driver. It will also include the
generation of hypotheses of potential relationships between
various categories and their properties.
Therefore, there was both some systematic coding and
testing of propositions as well as the generation of new
research questions as stated above. Consequently, both
quantitative and qualitative analyses were used.
Specific steps in the analyses were as follows. The
first step was to compile a description of the sample. This
was done by summarizing demographic information obtained
through the interview forms. The second step was to code
the information on existing categories by using the Driver
coding sheet. Then, the "other" categories were examined to
see what emerged. To this end, each interview form was read
separately and extensive notation made on emerging
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categories of experiences, their properties, and changes.
Criteria used for noting significant changes in categories
of experiences were: reported changes in frequency of
change, direction of movement, and job content change pat-
terns (and both their occurrences and effects of critical
incidents). During the reading of separate interview forms,
initial judgments regarding passages for potential illustra-
tion were also be noted. The same procedure was performed
on all interview forms.
The third step was to note the emerging patterns from
each subject's experience, using notes taken in the previous
step as the reference. In this step, critical points of
change in terms of the frequency of change, direction of
movement, and job content change patterns were noted. The
fourth step was to examine individual patterns in a group to
see if a summary pattern would emerge. Therefore, indivi-
dual characteristics of patterns of experience were compared
with each other. Relevant questions asked at this point
are: What are the common categories of experience? If
there are similarities in the categories of experience, what
is a sensible term to name the conceptual category? At the
end of this procedure, a summary of categories of experience
that are germane to experiences of all subjects emerged.
The fifth step was to read through again the individual
notes taken from the respective questionnaires. This time,
the specific focus was on the nature of properties of common
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themes and variations using the categories that have emerged
in the preceding steps.
The sixth step was to read the questionnaires again to
determine what passages from them would be useful to illus-
trate the categories and their properties that appeared.
Prior notations made regarding potential excerpts during the
initial reading were also be evaluated.
The last step was to make specific comparative analysis
between the existing career concepts and those that have
came forth in the current analysis. The focus here was on
the emerging differences between them.
In regard to qualitative studies which utilize only
interviews, Glaser and Strauss state that a researcher can
study comparison groups composed of respondents chosen in
accordance with his/her emergent analytical framework, his-
torical documents, and/or other library materials, all of
which lend themselves perfectly to the comparative method
(1968, p. 53). For the present study, the contents of the
interviews were analyzed to see what patterns exist among
the subjects' career experiences in relation to the frequen-
cy of change, the direction of movement, and the job content
change patterns. Critical incidents in other areas were
also be noted. One object of the comparative method was the
experiences of each subject as compared to the repeated
experiences of other subjects in terms of similarities and
differences.
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In addition, comparative analyses were made between the
two groups within the sample. Those whose concepts
correspond and conform to the existing categories and those
who do not. Relevant questions are: Are their experiences
similar to each other? If different, is it in terms of
categories of experience or just in properties?
These comparative analyses resulted in discussional
theory, which is sufficient at the exploratory stage of
theory development.
The interview form was field tested by using three
female middle managers in banking to confirm the validity of
the questions to the bnaking industry. However, the addi-
tional "other" categories of information, which were ob-
tained during the interview and recorded on the instrument,
were not be treated by an objective reader. The decision
not to use an objective reader for that particular portion
of the study was based on two major considerations. One,
since the purpose of this section of the study is not to
verify the existing theory, nor to generate a propositional
theory, but to generate a discussional theory on other
career concepts or considerations, an objective reader's
ratings are not necessary. Furthermore, the emphasis of
this part of the study is not on replicability, where there
would be a need to check out the theory simultaneously as it
emerges. Also, there were a large number of pages of ques-
tionnaires to be read through which made it difficult
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logistically to obtain a reader's service, even if it was
desired. A related issue had to do with a need to maintain
the anonymity of subjects which may become more problematic
as more individuals get involved in reading the question-
naires and interview sheets. Therefore, this researcher
wished to establish credibility of analysis through present-
ing data as evidence for conclusions drawn indicating how
theory was derived from the data by providing characteristic
illustrations and quotations from the interview material,
and describing events where relevant. In addition, the use
of comparison analysis stated earlier should increase the
credibility of the resulting discussions.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results
of data gathered during the research phase of the study. It
begins with a demographic description of the -actual sample.
This is followed by a discussion of one of the major compo-
nents of the theory, i.e., career categories and their
properties. The second section examines apparent differ-
ences between the previous research on career concepts and
the findings of the present study. Where appropriate, di-
rect quotations taken from the interview forms are presented
to further illustrate a given point. However, in order to
insure anonymity of subjects, names of individuals have been
changed when they appear in the text.
The Sample
The total sample ranges in age from 30 to 69 years.
The mean age of the sample is 38. Fifty-four per cent were
Assistant Vice Presidents and 43 per cent were Vice Presi-
dents, with one subject a Senior Trust Officer, somewhere
between an Assistant Vice President and a Vice President.
The salary ranged from $20,000 to over $40,000. The mean
salary was $32,000? the median was $31,000.
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Fifty-seven per cent of the sample had a high school
diploma, while equal percentages (21 per cent) of the rest
of the sample had a Bachelor degrees and Master's degree.
Figure 5 provides an overview of all sample demographic
characteristics.
The subjects had been in their current position from
under one year to 15 years. The mean number of years was
three; the median was two years. Six subjects had been in
their current positions under one year (22 per cent of the
sample); 15 had been in their current positions two to five
years (56 per cent of the sample); four had been in their
positions six to ten years (15 per cent of the sample); and,
two subjects had been in their current position 11 to 15
years (seven per cent of the sample). No subjects had been
in their current positions over 15 years.
The subjects had worked for their current organization
ranging from under one year to over 25 years. The mean was
14 years; the median was 13 years. Distribution of number
of years worked for the organization is reported below.
(All percentages have been rounded off.)
DEMOGRAPHIC
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Humber ol Years Exequencv Percentage
Under one year 2 17
2-5 years 5 18
6-10 years 2 7
11 - 15 years 5 18
16 - 20 years 4 14
21 - 25 years 2 7
Over 25 years 8 29
The subjects had been in banking in a range of two to
over 25 years. The mean number of years was 20; the median
was 18 y'ears. The number of years in banking for the sample
is recorded below. (All percentages have been rounded off.)
Number ol Years fjegusnsy Percentage
Under one year 0 0
2-5 years 1 4
6-10 years 2 8
11 - 15 years 7 25
16 - 20 years 7 25
21 - 25 years 1 4
Over 25 years 10 38
Major functional areas represented by the sample in-
eluded 29 per cent in Commercial Loans and 14 per cent in
Personnel. Specific distributions are presented below.
(All percentages have been rounded off.)
M.aj QX Funct iona l Ax ca Frequency
Mortgage Loans 3
Personnel 4
Credit 2
International Banking 3
Investments 3
Commercial Loans 8
Personal and
Investment Loans 1
Marketing 1
Other 3
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Percentage
11
14
7
11
11
29
4
4
11
Organizational characteristics include asset size of
the banks, ranging from $25 million to $1 billion or more.
Mean asset size is $300 million; median was $800 million.
The asset sizes (in millions) for each organization is
presented below are presented below. (All percentages have
been rounded off.)
Asset Size Frequency P e rc entage
$25 - 49.9 1
$50 - 99.9 6
$100 - 299.9 3
$300 - 499.9 1
$500 - 999.9 1
$ 1,000 or more
4
2
11
4
4
15 56
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The banks range in size of number of full-time em-
ployees from under 500 to 10,000, with the largest percen-
tage of the sample being under 500 in size. The mean number
of full-time employees was 1,000 ; the median size was 501
employees. The number of full-time employees for each
organization is presented below. (All percentages have been
rounded off.)
Number Ol full-time Frequency Percentagp
EmplQyees
l - 500
501 - 1,000
1,001 - 2,000
2.001 - 3,000
3.001 - 5,000
5.001 - 10,000
Over 10,000
13
1
2
5
1
2
3
48
4
7
19
4
7
11
Twenty-three banks, representing 82 per cent of the
sample were commercial. Five banks, representing 18 per
cent of the sample, were mutual savings banks.
Analysis of career concept types presented a range of
responses. The majority of the sample exhibited a Steady
State primary career concept and a range of responses for
secondary career concepts. Table 1 provides all of the
sample primary and secondary career concept frequencies.
PRIMARY
AND
SECONDARY
CAREER
CONCEPT
FREQUENCIES
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An analysis of the profiles of the primary career
concepts follows.
Pr imacy Career Concept Profiles
Steady State Career Concept
A total of 18 subjects had a primary career concept of
Steady State. Their characteristics were varied.
Seven are Assistant Vice Presidents, ten are Vice Pres-
idents, and one is "somewhere between the A.V.P. and V.P."
Their ages range from 30 to 69, with the majority being
under 50.
The salary ranged from $20,000 to over $40,000, with
over half making over $30,000. The majority have high
school diplomas, three subjects have Bachelor's degrees, and
two have Master's degrees. They have been in their current
position from under one year to 15 years, with the majority
being under five years.
The amount of time in their organization ranged from
under one year (one subject) to over 25 years (six sub-
jects). The majority have been in their organization for
over 16 years.
Asset size of banks ranged from $25 million to $1
billion or more. The majority are in banks over the $100
million asset size. However, the size of bank according to
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full-time employees ranged from under 500 to over 10,000.
However, the majority had less than 2,000 employees. Fif-
teen subjects worked in commercial banks, three in mutual
savings banks.
Subjects functional areas are diverse: the majority
in Mortgage Loans, Investments, and Commercial Loans; next
highest frequency is in Personnel, International Banking,
and "other"— in this case, one in Systems Research and the
other in Administration.
They have been in banking a range of six to over 25
years. The majority, however, have been in banking over 16
years.
Transi tor y Career Concept
One subject reported a Transitory career concept as her
primary concept. She is an Assistant Vice President, in her
thirties, with a salary in the upper thirties. She has a
Bachelor's degree, has been in her current position under
one year, and in her organization under one year, and in
banking 16 years.
The bank she works for has an asset size of $1 billion
or more, with 3,000 - 5,000 full-time employees, and is a
commercial bank. Her functional area is Information Systems
and Strategic Planning.
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Linear Career Concep t
Four subjects had Linear career concepts as their pri-
mary career concept. Three are Assistant Vice Presidents
and one is a Vice President. Three are in their thirties
and one is in her fifties. Three have salaries in the upper
thirties, one in the lower twenties. Mean salary is
$31,000. Two have high school diplomas, one has a Bache-
lor's degree, and one has a Master's degree. All have been
in their current position two to five years. They have been
in their organizations a range of two to over 25 years; the
mean number of years is sixteen.
The bank asset size ranged from $300 to $499.9 million
for one subject and $1 billion or more for three. The size
according to number of employees ranged from under 500 to
over 10,000; the mean size was 3,800. All subjects are in
commercial banks and all are in the Commercial Loans area.
The have been in banking from two to over 25 years; 18 is
the mean number of years.
Spiral Career Concept
One subject reported a Spiral primary career concept.
She is an Assistant Vice President, in her thirties, with a
Master's degree. She has been in her position under five
years, and in her organization 11 - 15 years.
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The size of the bank in which she worked is $1 billion
or more in assets and between 5,000 and 10,000 employees.
She works in a commercial bank in the International Banking
area and has been in the industry between 11 and 15 years.
Steady £tate-Linear Career Concept
Three subjects have a Steady State-Linear tied primary
career concept. Two are Assistant Vice Presidents, one is a
Vice President. Two are in their thirties, one is in her
forties. Two of the subjects make salaries in the upper
twenties, one in the upper thirties. One subject has a
Bachelor's degree and two have Master's degrees.
Two subjects have been in their current positions under
one year and one has been there less than five years. Two
have been in their organizations less than five years and
one over 25 years.
One subject works in a bank with an asset size of less
than $300 million and two in banks with $1 billion or more
in assets. Two work for banks with less than 500 full-time
employees, and one with over 10,000 employees.
Two subjects work in commercial banks, one in a mutual
savings bank.
The three functional areas represented by the subjects
are Personnel, Credit, and Commercial Loans. The three
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subjects have been in banking for a range from six to over
25 years; the mean number of years is 15.
Transitory-Steady State Career Concept
One subject reported a Transitory-Steady State tied
primary career concept type. She is an Assistant Vice
President and in her sixties. Her salary is in the upper
twenties. She has a high school diploma and has been in her
current position less than ten years.
She has been in her organization between 11 and 15
years. The bank asset size is between $50 and 99.9 million,
with less than 500 full-time employees, and the organization
is a mutual savings bank. The subject is in the Personnel
area and has been there less than fifteen years.
Analysis Primaiy and Secondary
Career Concept Combinations
The most frequent combination of primary and secondary
career concepts is Steady State-Linear, while the second
most common combination is Steady State-Spr iral , and the
third most frequent is Steady State-Transitory. Linear-
Steady State is the next most frequent of "pure," that is,
without tied scores, combinations, with Linear-Spiral,
Transitory-Spiral, and Spiral-Linear with only one subject
each. Table 2 reports a frequency distribution of the
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primary and secondary career concept combinations for the
sample.
Linear-Steady S.tate Career Concept
There are two subjects with a Linear primary and Steady
State secondary combinations. They are both Assistant Vice
Presidents in their thirties, with salaries in the upper
thirties. One has a high school diploma and the other a
Master's degreee. Both have been in their current positions
2-5 years. One subject has worked for the organization less
than five years and one between 11 and 15 years.
One subject has been in banking less than five years,
the other between 11 and 15 years. Both are in the Commer-
cial Loan area .
Both are employed by commercial banks, one with 2,000 -
3,000 full-time employees and the other with over 10,000
employees. Both banks have asset sizes of over $1 billion.
Spiral-Linear Ca reer Concept
There was one subject with a Spiral-Linear primary and
secondary career concept combination. She is an Assistant
Vice President in her thirties, with a salary in the lower
thirties. She has a Master's degree, has worked in her
current position between two and five years and has worked
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for her bank between 11 and 15 years. She has been in
banking 11 to 15 years. This subject's functional area is
International Banking.
She works for a commercial bank with between 5,000 and
10,000 full-time employees and an asset size of over $1
billion.
Tiansitory-Spiral Career Concept
There is one Transitory-Spiral primary and secondary
career concept combination individual. She is an Assistant
Vice President, in her thirties, with a salary in the upper
thirties. She is college educated, has been in her current
position under one year, and has worked for her organization
under one year. She has been in the industry for 16 - 20
years and her functional area is Long Range Planning and
Corporate Information Systems.
The bank she works for is commercial with between 3,000
and 5,000 full-time employees and an asset size of over $1
billion.
Linear-Spiral Causal Concept
There was one subject in the sample with a Linear-
Spiral primary and secondary career concept combination.
She is an Assistant Vice President and in her thirties,
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making in the high thirties for her salary, and she has a
Bachelor's degree.
This subject has been in her current position between
two and five years and has worked for her bank 11 - 15
years. she has been in banking between 11 and 15 years.
Her major functional area is Commercial Loans.
The bank she works for is commercial with between 2,000
and 3,000 full-time employees and an asset size of over $1
billion.
SiiMi Ataier Linear Career Concept
There are seven total Steady State-Linear career con-
cept combination subjects. They include four Vice Presi-
dents, two Assitant Vice Presidents, and one Senior Trust
Officer, defined as "something between the Assistant Vice
President and the Vice President." Their salaries range
from $20 ,000 to $40,000 and their ages from 30 to 69. The
mean age is 49. All subjects have a high school diploma
with the exception of one who also has a Bachelor's degree.
Subjects have been in their current positions for a
range of from under one year to 15 years, although the
majority have been there for two to five years. They have
worked for their organizations for over 20 years with the
exception of one who has worked for six to ten years.
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The subjects have been in banking a range of 16 to over
25 years, but a clear majority have 25 years with the indus-
try. Their functional areas include Personnel, Credit,
Investments, and Personal Installment Loans.
The Steady State— Linear concept subjects all work in
commercial banks except for one who works for a savings
institution. The banks' asset sizes ranged from $25 million
to over $1 billion; the mean asset size was $176 ,700. The
number of full-time employees range from less than 500 to
3,000, but the majority of organizations have less than 500
full-time employees.
£t.e.a<3y State-Spiral Career Concept
There are five Steady S tate-Spr i r al combinations of
primary and secondary career concepts.
These subjects include three Assistant Vice Presidents
and two Vice Presidents; their salaries range from $20,000
to $40,000 with the majority being in the $35-40,000 range.
Their ages range from 30 to 50; the mean age is 39. Three
of the subjects have high school diplomas, one has a Bache-
lor's degree and one has a Master's degree. They have been
in their current positions from under one year to ten years,
with the majority being in the two to five year range. They
have worked for their organizations from under one year to
20 years; 11 is the mean number of years. They have been in
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banking for a range of six to over 25 years; the mean number
of years is 16. The majority are in the Commercial Loan
area, with one in the International Banking area and one in
Marketing.
All banks represented by this sample are commercial,
with a range of less than 500 to over 10,000 full-time
employees, and a mean size of 5,200 employees. The asset
sizes are all over $500 million.
steady State-Transitory Career Concept
Three subjects were Steady State as their primary con-
cept and Transitory as their secondary concept. One is an
Assistant Vice President and the other two are Vice Presi-
dents. One was is her thirties, one in her fifties, and one
in her sixties. Salary ranges are from the upper twenties
to over $40,000; $34,000 is the mean salary.
Each subject has a different educational level: one
with a high school diploma, one with a Bachelor's degree,
and one with a Master's degree. They have been in their
current positions in a range of from under one year to ten
years; four is the mean number of years. They have worked
for their organizations from two years to over 25 years; the
mean number of years is 15. The subjects have been in the
industry from 11 to over 25 years, with a mean of 18 years
in banking. One is in the International Banking area; the
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other two are in Administration and Corporate Systems Re-
search, respectively.
The banks are all commercial. The size ranges from
less than 500 employees to 6,000, with an average of 3,580
employees. Two of the banks have asset sizes of over $1
billion and the other has between $50 and 99.9 million, with
an average asset size of $69,300,000.
Profile Ql "Mi xed" Pri mar y
And Secondary Career
Concept Combinations
The following is an analysis of the primary and
secondary career concept combinations which had a tied score
on the primary concept.
Tr ansitory-Steady State Primary Career
Concept Mi.th a Spiral Secondary Concept
One subject has a Transitory and Steady State primary
career concept with a Spiral secondary career concept. She
is an Assistant Vice President, in her sixties, with a
salary in the upper twenties. She has a high school educa-
tion and has been in her current position six to ten years.
The subject has worked for her organization 11 - 15 years
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and has been in banking the same amount of time. Personnel
is her area.
The bank in which the subject is employed is a savings
institution with an asset size of $50 - 99.9 million, and
less than 500 employees.
Steady State- Linear Pri mary and
Spiral Secondary Career Concept
There is one subject with a Steady State and Linear
primary career concept and a Spiral secondary career con-
cept. She is an Assistant Vice President, in her thirties,
with a salary in the upper twenties. She has a Master's
degree and has been in her current position less than five
years. She also has worked for her organization less than
five years. This subject has been in the industry less than
ten years and is in Personnel.
The bank is a savings institution, with asset size of
over $1 billion and less than 500 full-time employees.
Steady State-Linear Pri ma cy and
Transitory Secondary Care.ex Concept
Two subjects have Steady State and Linear primary
career concept and a Transitory secondary career concept.
One is a Vice President and the other an Assistant Vice
President. One is in her thirties, and the other in her
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forties. Salaries are in the upper twenties for one and the
upper thirties for the other. One has a Bachelor's degree
and the other a Master's. Both subjects have been in their
present position under one year, however one has worked for
her organization less than five years and the other for over
25 years.
One subject has been in the industry for 11 - 15 years
and the other over 25 years. Both are in Commercial Loans.
Both respondents work for commercial banks, although one for
a bank of less than 500 full-time employees and the other in
a bank with over 10,000 employees. Similarly, the asset
size for one bank was $100 - 299.9 million and the other
over $1 billion.
The following is an analysis of the primary and secon-
dary career concept combinations which have a tied score on
the secondary concept.
steady state Primary .and Transitory-
Linear Secondary Careet Concept
There is one subject who displayed this combination of
primary and secondary concepts. She is a Vice President, in
her fifties, with a salary in the upper thirties. She has a
high school diploma. She has worked for her organization
over 25 years, in her current position 11 - 15 years, and in
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th6 banking industry over 25 years. Mortgage Loans is her
functional area.
The employing institution is a savings bank, with less
than 500 employees, and an asset size of $50 - 99.9 million.
Steady State Pri mary and Linear -
Spxiial Second a ry Caree r Conce pt
Two subjects have Steady State primary concepts with
Linear and Spiral secondary career concepts. One subject is
an Assistant Vice President and the other a Vice President.
Both were graduated from high school. Salaries are
different for the two subjects: one in the lower twenties
and the other in the lower thirties. Both subjects are in
their thirties. Both subjects have been in their current
positions less than five years, but one subject has worked
for her organization six to ten years and the other 16 - 20
years. One has been in banking 11 - 15 years and the other
over 25 years. Both are in Mortgage Loans.
The banks are commercial and savings; both organiza-
tions have less than 500 full-time employees and are in the
$50 - 99.9 million asset size range.
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Li neax and Steady State -
£eiral ga reec Concep t
One subject has this combination. She is a Vice Presi-
dent, in her fifties, and has graduated high school. Her
salary is in the lower twenties? she has worked for her
organization over 25 years. The subject has been in banking
over 25 years and in her current position less than five
years. Commercial Loans is her functional area.
This subject works in a commercial bank with less than
500 full-time employees and a $300 - 499.9 million asset
size.
C-Omparison ol Results with Previous
Resear c h Findings
The results of the present study tend to corroborate
overall the findings of previous research on frequencies of
career concepts.
In terms of general trends of frequencies of career
concepts, Steady State and Linear have been found to be the
two most dominant career concepts (Olson, 1979). It was
concluded that the reported patterns were apparently consis-
tent with a medium to high technology organization
functioning in a growing market. The Steady State and
Linear concept predominance is evident in the present study,
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accounting for 64 per cent and 14 per cent of the primary
career concepts, respectively. We might conclude that this
is also, in general, a characteristic of the current banking
organization, although not necessarily of the historical
form of banking organization. Further discussion of this
point will be addressed in Chapter VI.
In the most extensive survey of career concepts thus
far, Hoffman (1978) found an overwhelming predominance of
Linear concepts, as Driver hypothesizes is true for the
general population. However, Spiral frequencies were rather
high and the secondary tendency of 50 per cent of the
Linears toward Spiral concepts suggested the presence of
many "closet Spirals."
While the frequency of Spiral primary concepts was very
low in the present study (one person, four per cent of the
sample)
,
it was found to be the most common secondary
pattern, accounting for 32 per cent of the sample (nine
people). However, given the small sample size, this is not
a strong finding and inferences about different findings
must be extremely cautious. Additional discussion on this
point is presented in Chapter VI.
Of additional significance is the fact that the results
of the present study reported a high degree of "mixed"
primary and secondary concept combinations, indicating a
tied score on either two primary or two secondary concepts.
In the overall sample, there were 14 per cent with "mixed"
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primary career concepts and the same percentage with "mixed"
secondary career concepts. In the research done thus far,
"mixed" results have not been reported. Implications of
this phenomena are discussed in Chapter VI.
The Steady State and Linear concept popularity is dem-
onstrated again in the present study. The most frequent
combination reported of the entire sample was of the Steady
State primary and Linear secondary concepts.
The Steady State and Linear theme is again reinforced
through an analysis of the concepts which are "mixed," that
is, tied, on primary concepts: seven per cent of the sample
(two people) had a Steady State-Linear primary and Transi-
tory secondary combination, and, four per cent (one person)
reported a Steady State-Linear primary and Spiral secondary
concept combination.
Analysis of "mixed" patterns of secondary concepts
reflected a more diversified combination sequence with no
particular concept combination in predominance.
Driver has suggested that the secondary concepts may
provide information which may affect choices or career
satisfaction. He suggests, for instance, that many Linear
persons may be "closet Spirals" in the sense that they
inwardly wish to adopt this concept but fear it is crazy or
impractical. He also suggests that the secondary concepts
may provide valuable clues on possible transitions across
career concepts at different life stages.
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In terms of the present study, results indicate the
Spiral concept to be the most frequent secondary concepts,
with 32 per cent of the sample. While Linear was not the
most frequent primary concept, but Steady State, it was the
second most frequent secondary career concept, representing
29 per cent of the sample. Implications of these findings
and the differences from previous research will be reported
in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
At the beginning of the study, several research ques-
tions were asked and presented under the "Purpose of the
Study" section. It is appropriate, therefore, to refer back
to the same questions and see what answers have been found.
Differences and similarities in research findings from pre-
vious research are discussed.
One of the considerations to account for differences in
career concepts is random fluctuations due to acute situa-
tions. It must be noted that the subjects at the time of
interviewing were in the midst of a rapidly changing organi-
zational environment and industry. As such, the researcher
would cautiously interpret all data as possibly situational
I
and responsive to what could be considered an "acute"
situation. This point is discussed in more detail.
The second consideration in examining differences, as
defined by Driver (1979) is systematic shifts in patterns
over definite situational dimensions. For example, decision
styles are seen to shift systematically and character-
istically for a person as environmental stress or "overload"
changes. Implications of this for interpreting the findings
are considered.
Differences may also be accounted for in developmental
trends over long periods of adult life. Women's development
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is addressed as it relates to the interpretation of possible
differences in responses.
Differences may also be due to the methodology employed
in gathering the data. The structured interview used an
adapted version of Driver's Career Concept Questionnaire and
as such presupposes the existence of Driver's concepts. The
properties of concepts were examined to determine the
descriptive validity of the concepts for a different
population, in this case women. Nonetheless, the
methodology does determine the data results, and the
research reflects this bias. Differences in research
findings and methodology employed in previous research are
subsequently discussed with implications for future
research.
The career concept culture of the banking industry, the
banking profession, and the banking organization is also
presented in a later section. Results of the study in light
of individual career concepts and implications for career
concept congruence with the organization are presented.
Finally, a critique of the study and implications for
future research are discussed.
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Summary Ql Findings
Frequencies si Concepts
As stated in Chapter I f the primary purpose of this
research was to examine Driver's four basic career patterns
and relative frequencies of each pattern for a different
population, in this case female managers in banking. This
objective was achieved through using an adapted version of
the Career Concept Questionnaire to measure the four basic
career concepts through a structured interview to ascertain
possible modifications of properties of the concepts. In
addition, frequencies of each of the four concepts were
tabulated, with the results indicating some similarities and
differences from previous research.
Specifically, the majority of the sample (64 per cent,
18 subjects) had Steady State as their primary career
concept, while equal amounts (14 per cent, four subjects
each) were Linear and "mixed" career concepts. "Mixed"
career concepts were those with tied cumulative scores on
two primary concepts. The four subjects who reported a
"mixed" primary career concept included three with a Steady
State-Linear primary career concept and one with a
Transitory-Steady State primary career concept.
For the secondary career concept, as measured by the
second highest cumulative score, the Spiral career concept
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scored the highest, with 32 per cent of the sample (nine
subjects), and the Linear career concept accounted for 29
per cent of the sample (eight subjects). The Transitory
career concept was the third most freguent concept reported
by this population, representing 18 per cent of the sample,
or five subjects.
In terms of primary and secondary career concept
combinations, the Steady State primary career concept and
Linear secondary career concept were most frequently
combined, accounting for one-fourth of the sample, or seven
subjects. The Steady State primary career concept and
Spiral secondary career concept was the second most common
combination, representing 18 per cent of the sample, or five
subjects. The Steady State primary career concept and the
Transitory secondary career concept combination accounted
for three subjects, or 11 per cent of the sample. The
representation of the rest of the primary and secondary
combinations was very small, less than ten per cent of the
sample.
Of particular significance in the findings is the num-
ber of "mixed" primary and secondary career concepts,
representing a tied score on two primary concepts or on two
secondary concepts. While the frequencies are small for
each concept, it must be remembered that the "mixed" combi-
nations account for eight subjects or 29 per cent of the
total sample.
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For those subjects with tied scores on the primary
career concept, the following were reported: Two subjects
(seven per cent of the sample) with a Steady State and
Linear primary career concept and a Transitory secondary
career concept. One subject (four per cent of the sample)
was a Steady State and Linear primary career concept and a
Spiral secondary career concept. Finally, one subject (four
per cent of the sample) was a Transitory and Steady State
primary career concept and a Spiral secondary career
concept.
Four subjects reported a "mixed" career concept combi-
nation, with the secondary career concept measuring a tied
score. The "mixed" career concept combination included two
subjects (seven per cent of the sample) with a Steady State
primary and a Linear and Spiral secondary career concept
combination. One subject (four per cent of the sample) had
a Steady State primary and a Transitory and Linear secondary
career concept combination. Finally, one subject (four per
cent of the sample) had a Linear primary and a Steady State
and Spiral secondary career concept combination.
Properties of Concepts
The secondary purpose of the research was to examine
the properties of the concepts to see if any differences
exist as they relate to the gender of the subject. To
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^ h i s objective, the characteristics of each of the
sample's career concepts were examined and compared to
Driver's definitions of each concept.
Specifically, as reported in Chapter V, the Steady
State career concept was the most frequent primary career
concept. The Steady State career concept implies selecting
a field or job early in life and staying with it for life.
There is no concept of movement except to higher income or
professional skill. Fifteen of the 18 Steady State subjects
have been in their current position less than five years,
and twelve have been in their organization for over 16
years. Seven were Assistant Vice Presidents and one was a
Vice President. Similarly, fourteen of the eighteen sub-
jects have been in banking over 16 years; and twelve
subjects came into their organizations as Secretaries or
Tellers and worked their way up. This data demonstrates the
tendency in this sample of staying in one field or area.
The Transitory career concept, as defined in Chapter
II, is one in which no set job or field is ever permanently
chosen. A person with a Transitory career concept simply
moves along from job to job with no particular pattern.
Rarely is there any upward movement in the sense of higher
status. The one subject who reported a Transitory career
concept is an Assistant Vice President. She has a
Bachelor's degree and has been in her current position under
one year and in her organization under one year; reflecting
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a movement-oriented pattern. It is interesting to note,
however, that she has been in banking 16 years, representing
a possible deviation from the norm of the Steady State to
continuously move around. However, at the time of the
interview, the subject was considering entering a doctoral
program so that she could move into a teaching career. This
movement would reinforce the stated properties of the
Transitory concept.
The Linear career concept is one in which a plan for
upward movement can be in an organizational hierarchy or
within a relevant reference group, such as a professional
association.
Four subjects had Linear primary career concepts.
Three are Assistant Vice Presidents and one is Vice
President. All had been in their current position two to
five years, and in their organizations for the mean number
of sixteen years. Eighteen was the mean number of years in
banking. While data on the subjects' involvement in
professional groups were not collected, it does appear that
there has been consistent upward movement as suggested by
number of years in their organization and in the industry,
as determined by current title. One subject reported, "I've
always moved up and have become increasingly
special ized... it'
s
very important to me." Similar Linear
properties were stated by one subject when asked about her
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ideal career pattern. "I'd like to be a senator; I'd enjoy
that level of responsibility."
The Spiral career concept involves a view that one
develops in a given field for a period of time, then one
moves on to a related or perhaps a totally new area. One
subject reported a Spiral primary career concept. She is an
Assistant Vice President and has been in her position under
five years and in her organization 11-15 years. She is in
the International Banking area and has been in the industry
between 11 and 15 years.
The Spiral concept properties are highlighted by her
remarks. "I want the freedom to make decisions... and
challenge is very important to me. I have been a generalist
but see the advantages of being a specialist. I want the
security of a specialist but the variety of a generalist."
Conclusions
Although the sample size of the present study prohibits
any generalizations, the data does suggest several
conclusions which will be presented in the form of
hypotheses.
Overall, the frequency distribution of the career
concepts in the present study does reinforce the findings of
previous research in dominant career concepts.
Specifically, previous research (Olson, 1979) found that
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persons of a Transitory career concept were found least
frequently. This was true in the present study, with only
one person reporting a Transitory concept. The most
dominant career concepts found were Steady State and Linear
(Olson, 1979). Again, this was also found to be true for
the present study: Steady State was the most dominant
concept, with 64 per cent of the sample, and the Linear
concept was 14 per cent of the sample. However, an equal
percentage (14 per cent) of the sample had "mixed" primary
concepts, with three of the four subjects having a tied
Steady State and Linear primary concept. The researcher
would interpret this as further evidence of the overall
dominance of the two concepts.
"Mixed" Concepts
The number of "mixed," that is two or more concepts
tied on the same score, must be interpreted with great
caution. To the best of the researcher's knowledge, no
previous research has reported "mixed" career concepts.
Thus, one is left with surveying the possibilities of such a
phenomenon for this particular population.
One possible explanation of the number of tied concepts
might be the one of the two additional concepts suggested by
Driver, termed the parallel career, as reviewed in Chapter
II. Driver has suggested that the Spiral career concept
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might be further defined as involving very large data bases
for career decisions (e.g. the use of counselors, trial and
error). The Spiral person then would employ this data
continuously to develop either successive or parallel
careers. This is related to the Integrative Decision style
which uses a maximum data but simultaneously generates a
set of alternate plans, which might be implemented in paral-
lel or successively. While the Spiral concept was only four
per cent of the primary career concepts of the present
study, it did represent the largest percentage of the secon-
dary career concepts of the sample (32 per cent). One might
wonder if the subjects have felt the need to develop these
"parallel" careers as reflected in the predominance of sec-
ondary career concepts, in order to remain flexible in their
life roles and accommodations to changing family demands.
One might also speculate whether the development of a paral-
lel career might also be related to perceived lack of
opportunity to develop one's primary career concept, either
through the need for personal flexibility or through the
lack of access or support to develop one's primary career
pattern, through institutional barriers such as discrimina-
tion which might create a lack of growth or mobility.
This researcher must also suggest that the large number
of "mixed" concepts, tied either on primary or secondary
career concepts, might in fact be due to the same phenomenon
suggested above. That is, that the "parallel career may
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not just be linked to Spriral career concepts but may, in
fact, be a general characteristic of female managers' career
concepts insofar as it represents flexibility which, due to
either personal or institutional reasons, many female
managers may desire. Clearly, additional research is needed
to confirm or deny this hyposthesis.
Similarly, Driver suggests another career concept which
may be termed a downward Spiral, associated with a career
failure in a previously Linear pattern. Driver suggests
that this may be a result of blocked upward mobility
(plateauing) or overextension (the Peter Principle). Again,
career failure for the female manager may be due to
institutional barriers such as lack of access, visibility,
needed experience, etc., or due to overextension, perceived
or real, from role conflict or role overload (Kanter, 1977).
The "mixed" results might possibly suggest a third
explanation, an indication of a transition or change from
one career concept to another. As reviewed in Chapter III,
the related career typologies suggest that career concepts
do change over time. For example, several models showed a
"stabilization" of career choice after a period of trial and
apprenticeship (Miller and Form, 1856). Driver interprets
this as a shift from Transitory to Steady State or Linear.
The present study did find only one subject with a tied
score in Transitory and Steady State primary concepts, which
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prohibits any generalization, but represents an interesting
area for further research.
Several models reviewed in Chapter III dealt with
"pla teauing" as a transition from Linear to Steady State
(Pellegr in and Coates, 1965). Three subjects (11 per cent)
had a Steady State and Linear tied primary concept in the
present study. The current study does not give data to
determine if in fact these subjects are "plateaued" but it
is worthy of additional research.
The number of tied scores in both primary and secondary
career concepts may also be due to the situational timing of
the interviews. That is, the mixed concepts may reflect a
perceived need to remain flexible based on the acute and
complex change which is now characterizing the banking
industry. Thus, the researcher suggests that the data pre-
sented is influenced by the rapid change within the industry
itself. Indeed, many of the subjects interviewed indicated
that their banks had recently (within one to two years)
merged or were about to merge in the near future; therefore,
the subjects were perhaps experiencing situational anxiety
concerning their careers within their organizatons and even
within the industry itself.
The number of tied primary and secondary career con-
cepts could also reflect the acute situational anxiety of
all subjects and thus reflect the perceived and real need to
remain flexible and responsive to changes within their
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organizations and the industry. Only longitudinal data
could confirm or deny this hypothesis, of course. More
discussion of this point will be addressed in a later
section.
Another possible explanation of mixed or tied concepts
has to do with the notion of transitions. For example, in
Chapter III, Driver asks whether a person can be trained or
socialized into a particular career concept. The conclusion
is that the training for career concepts does seem to be
possible with further development of procedures and that
events in a person's life can serve as effective triggers to
enhance such training. For instance, illness might spur on
a Steady State or Spiral move; skill obsolescence in a
Steady Stater might encourage a Transitory mode, etc. Thus,
the "triggers" which enhance the training may differ for
male and female managers, as role definitions create
differing demands at different times over the life cycle,
and changing organizaitons and industries demand continual
skill development and training. Again, only further re-
search will present data on this hypothesis.
Another issue raised in Chapter III was the socially
learned development patterns in career concepts. There are
a wide variety of life stage or career stage theorists whose
work is suggestive of possible career concept developmental
Since the models are reviewed in Chapter II,sequences.
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only the ones with implications for the findings of the
"mixed" concepts are presented here.
Super's (1957) model suggests a Transitory-Steady State
transition. Again, while the sample surveyed only reported
one "mixed" Transitory and Steady State primary concept, it
does not necessarily indicate that the transition does not
have validity for female managers. It is interesting to
note that the one subject had been in banking 14 years, came
in as a Secretary and worked her way up. She was on the
verge of retiring within a month after the interview and was
considering two very different career steps: storytelling
and a part-time consultant role in banking, but not in a
supervisory role. This data would tend to confirm the
model's stages in terms of Growth and Exploration, which
seem Transitory; Establishment and Maintenance, which seem
largely Steady State and Decline, with a possible return to
Transitory. This model is similar to Miller and Form
(1956), who suggest a very similar model, but more from a
social learning viewpoint.
Similarly, Thompson and Dalton (1976) and Dalton,
Thompson, and Price (1977) have developed an organizational
career stage model. Of particular relevance to the research
findings of this study is the Linear or Steady State flavor
of the Professional Stage and the Manager Stage.
The Professional Stage has been suggested by Driver as
characteristic of a technical Linear or a people Linear, but
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it could even suggest a Steady State phase, particularly for
those who do not move on. The Manager Stage shifts concern
from purely self-orientation to developing products,
services, or ideas through people; this phase is suited
again to the two types of Linears mentioned above. The
present study does not include an assessment of the career
concept of the job itself which would define the specific
career concept of what appears to be predominantly
professional and managerial stages of organizational careers
in the present study.
However, it is interesting to note that the predominant
career concept is Steady State and that this might suggest a
possible career concept property for female managers that is
suggested in the literature, which is a perception of one's
career as a "job" (Hennig and Jardim, 1977). For example,
one Steady State subject said, "I need to know the job well
before I feel comfortable. I think this is particularly
true of older women. It is more of a supervisory than a
managerial mentality." Similarly, another subject reported,
"I don't need to be President of the bank— I just want to do
something well." This would tend to reinforce research on
female managers' perceptions of their career development
(Hennig and Jardim, 1977) •
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Cultural Impacts on Concepts
The researcher must also interpret the research
findings in light of the cultural milieu of the study; that
is, the social desirability of the career concepts in
general and for women. As reviewed in Chapters II and III,
Driver traces the origins of career concepts and reports how
each concept was influenced by the pervasive cultural values
of the times. For instance, the career patterns for women
suggested by Ginzberg and Yohalem in 1966 research include
the Planner; the Recaster, the Adapter, and the Unsettled.
The Planner is in Driver's terms like the Linear, who
stays on one track. The Recaster is a Linear who meets a
block by moving to a new setting. The Adapter, who has
plans but always keeps them open, is related to the Spiral
concept. The Unsettled is a less negative value-laden ver-
sion of Transitory that emerged in the 1960s.
In reviewing the models that deal with direction of
career change. Driver suggests that the Pellegrin and Coates
(1956) patterns of an upward moving and a steady career were
forerunners to the Linear and Steady State career concepts.
They suggest that the upward concept is found at the top of
the organization; and that this might suggest that
organizations may divide vertically into a Linear culture on
top and a Steady State culture in the middle. Thus,
movement of Linear people through the Steady State layer
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poses a problem. Is the steady career an adaptation of
blocked Linears being plateaued? If so, does this lead to a
true career concept change and satisfied middle managers, or
is it a problem? This question deserves serious
consideration if the findings of the present study are
confirmed for female middle managers in banking through
additional research.
This issue also suggests a more generic problem of all
middle managers which has historically been a problem in
organizaitons and perhaps is even more timely in periods of
economic downturn and retrenchment, with reduced opportuni-
ties for movement. Thus, the Steady State culture of middle
managers should prove a rich research area.
In the review of Miller and Form's (1956) three
directional patterns, Driver also sees a possibility that in
the 1950s, non-Steady State careers were viewed somewhat
negatively. The lack of any mention of Spiral or Transitory
patterns by Pellegrin and Coates further reinforces the
notion that these were also not popular concepts in the
1950s.
The popularity of the Steady State concept is seen as
declining in the 1960s and is nonexistent in the Ginzberg
and Yohalem model discussed previously.
Tausky (1970) also sees a two-tiered model of
organizational careers; for executives a Linear concept and
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for blue collar workers a Steady State view. Driver sug-
gests that we are possibly returning to a two-tiered model
in the 1970s (and the 1980s) with Linear at the top and
Steady State elsewhere, which is reminiscent of the 1950s.
Thus, the predominance of Steady State and Linear career
concepts and combinations of them in primary and secondary
career concepts might reflect, again, the Steady State na-
ture of the careers and the cultural values of the times.
In terms of female managers' career concepts, several
cultural issues as highlighted in the review of the litera-
ture must be addressed in light of the research findings of
the present study.
As previously noted in Chapter III, women's career
lives are strongly contingent upon their family lives.
Driver has noted that women have probably historically had
Transitory career patterns due to the need for flexibility
to adapt to changing family needs. However, it is also
widely believed (or assumed) that women's work lives are
less contingent on their family situations than they once
were, since it is increasingly possible for women to pursue
both family and career lives at the same time. Some re-
search has shown that it may be younger women who experience
a conflict between family and work; others have argued that
there should be less conflict for the younger generation but
that it always remains for older women with more traditional
values (Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance, 1982). In terms of the
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present study, no generalizations can be made due to the
small sample size.
However, if the felt conflict is experienced, we might
expect to see the results in terms of tied scores on con-
cepts or combinations of concepts which the subject might
perceive as a "back-up" for flexibility. Marital status and
number of children were not gathered as part of the current
study and thus reflect a limitation in terms of generaliza-
bility. While marriage has not been proven to slow career
advancement, female managers in the studies reviewed in
Chapter III were only a third to half as likely as male
managers to be married. Compared with the general popula-
tion, a substantially larger percentage of women in middle
management were not married, and those who were married
tended to marry late. And, many female middle managers
either have no children or have older children who have left
home (Stewart, Lykes, and LaFrance, 1982).
Upon inspection of the data, the overall conclusion is
that both generational groups, those in their 30s and 40s
and those in their 50s and 60s demonstrated equally the
tendency toward tied scores which might suggest similarity
with the research findings cited above.
For example, two of the three subjects with a tied
primary career concept combination of Steady State and
Linear were in their 30s, one was in her 40s. For those
with two tied secondary concepts, the two subjects with a
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tied Linear and Spiral career concepts were both in their
30s.
In terms of the overall primary and secondary career
concept combinations, the results were mixed. For instance,
in the case of the seven subjects with a Steady State
primary and Linear secondary career concept, one was in her
30s, three were in their 40s, two in their 50s, and one in
her 60s.
The second most frequent combination of primary and
secondary career concepts was Steady State and Spiral; three
subjects were in their 30s and two were in their 40s. The
next most frequent combination which accounted for three
subjects was a Steady State primary and a Transitory
secondary career concept. One subject was in her 60s, one
in her 50s, and one in her 30s. Thus, if we define the need
to be flexible to meet family demands as demonstrated by
primary and secondary career concept combinations and by
tied scores on either primary or secondary concepts, and if
we examine the ages of the subjects in the present study,
then the results do tend to reinforce the notion that both
younger women in their 30s and 40s and older women in their
50s and 60s seem to desire flexibility as a property of
their career concepts. It must be pointed out that the mean
age of the sample was 38 and the median 34 and thus the
results reflect a bias toward the younger female manager.
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Additional research on a wider age range of female subjects
must be conducted before any generalizations can be made.
In addition, female career concepts may be subject to
the social revolution in expectations and norms for women's
behavior. As such, one might hypothesize that female career
concepts have moved from a historically more Transitory
nature, as mentioned earlier by Driver, to a more Steady
State and Linear dominance, as expectations about careers
and career success have changed for women. These changes
may again be attributed to individual aspiration levels
changing due to both expectations and level of self-esteem
being developed as well as access, promotion, and success
structures in organizations changing (Hennig and Jardim,
1977; Ranter, 1977). Nonetheless, both individual and or-
ganizational changes are influenced by broad cultural shifts
in values toward women in general, including the "women's
movement" and government policies affecting career issues
such as Affirmative Action and the rise in the number of
dual career couples and families.
The psychological adult life stage models reviewed in
Chapter III have possible explanations for interpreting the
findings of the present study also.
In terms of Levinson's (1976, 1977) life stage model,
the 30s Transition is a "settling" in time which could
signify acceptance of Steady State or Linear concepts; the
Settling Down period (ages 30-35) is more a period of order
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and stability, possibly Steady State or Linear. The
Becoming One's Own Person is a strong automony push in the
middle to late 30s as may be characteristic of the Linear or
Steady Stater, as mentioned by Driver.
While no generalizations can be made from the present
study, it is interesting to note that the majority of Steady
State and Linear concept subjects are in their 30s. The
mean and median range of the sample were in the 30s and the
overwhelmingly dominant career concepts, both primary and
secondary and in tied scores, were Steady State and Linear
concepts in this sample. This may suggest a possible de-
velopmental sequence attributed to the concept types.
Further research will obviously have to be conducted to deny
or confirm this suggestion.
Driver reviews the life stage models as mentioned in
Chapter III and then turns to his own integration of the
overlapping stages of the models as it relates to career
concepts. The Steady State stage, possibly emerging from 32
to 42, is mentioned in two forms. One form is where it is
played out for life as it directly follows a Transitory
phase, characterized by a desire to assert autonomy,
especially from parents, and to find and test a "self." In
a sense, a stable self-identity is never found if the phase
is not ended. Driver asserts that the Steady State may
emerge right after this Transitory phase and be
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characterized by a strong role of parental values being
played out and training in a very authoritarian strict mode.
Another kind of Steady State may simply be a pre-stage
for a Linear take-off, developing expertise in one area. Or
the Steady State may be the natural outcome of a prior
Linear phase that has been severely blocked or where family
or hobby take one's interest. The first type of Steady
Stater may experience the bitterness mentioned by Levninson;
the second may really be simply a refocusing of energy from
work to nonwork and perhaps signal a nonwork Spiral or
Linear career getting under way.
While the current study did not attempt to confirm or
deny the developmental impact on female middle managers'
career concepts, very recent work on female psychological
development may suggest a different model than those which
are reviewed here, which have been developed on the basis of
research on male subjects (Gilligan, 1982). While Driver
does not see at this point any necessity for age typing or
even a particular order of career concept development, this
researcher presents this data in the hope that the research
and sharing of experiences will ultimately broaden awareness
and impact on future development of these phenomena in
theory and research.
Driver (1977) has stated that one of the initial inte-
rests of career research would be to develop a description
of career concepts across vocational fields. The present
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study represents a beginning step in developing a taxonomy
of career concepts of female managers in banking.
Th& Career Concept Culture
Ql ilie Banking Organization
While it is not advisable to draw conclusions from such
a small sample as in the present study, the researcher can
present descriptive data which may be suggestive of the
banking organizations' career concept culture. Additional
research is needed to validate empirically the working
hypotheses presented here.
It would appear that banks have historically had a
Steady State organization. As described earlier, the Steady
State organization is a classic pyramid with tight controls
and widely dispersed, "equalized" units of great stability;
this is certainly historically been true for banks (Fischer,
1968). Driver (1977) believes that Steady State organiza-
tions are found in more economically stable areas of the
private sector; historically at least, banking would be
considered a stable area.
In terms of the factors presented earlier in Chapter II
(Figure 4), the Steady State career concept culture factors
in organizations all appear to have historical validity for
banking. Information obtained through interviews reinforces
the notion of the Steady State culture. For example, the
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external focus of banks has traditionally been the mainte-
nance of needed services and products, the control of rule
systems strict, the assignment policies traditionally perma-
nent, with precise job descriptions and specialty grades.
The reward system has traditionally reflected security, with
a great deal of emphasis placed on fringe benefits. In
addition, the attitude towards employees has been one of
paternalistic, long-term concern.
One might argue, however, that the historical structure
of banking is in a transition from Steady State to Linear.
The climate of the banking industry, both locally within
Massachusetts and nationally, is one of remarkably fast-
paced change. The impact of deregulation has been enormous,
and as a result, mergers and diversification of services to
compete in a much more competitive market (Savage, 1982).
Indeed, the primarily Steady State culture of banks
with its emphasis on maintenance of needed products and
services and reward system which emphasizes quality products
and services is now being forced into a more Linear form of
organization. That is, the highly competitive market of
diversified financial services and banking's fairly recent
entry into such a market is forcing a transition from what
has once been a stable, maintenance-oriented, market-driven
organization into a predominantly Linear organization, with
an external focus on increasing production of products and
services to market satisfaction and a shift to new areas as
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needed for growth. The banking structure and organizational
form is shifting from a horizontal pyramid to a vertical
one, with achievement, power, recognition, and status as
reward systems. The organization's attitude toward em-
ployees is one of promoting skill training for increased
success.
As one subject noted, "Career paths in banking have
traditionally been Linear in one functional area.. .but (this
is) no longer true. You now must be a generalist rather
than a specialist. Refinement is possible but you cannot
afford to be a specialist if you want to move upward."
Implications of Organizational
QaJLSQL Concept Culture for
.Individual Career Concept Types
Given the fact that the clear majority of the sample
surveyed had Steady State career concepts, one might assume
given Driver's model, that there exists a good "fit" between
individuals and organizations. That is to say, the career
concept congruence between individual and organization
should produce greater satisfaction for the individual and
productivity for the organization, as mentioned earlier.
Let us examine the implications of the sample's
predominant career concept types for career concept
congruence with their Steady State organizations.
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The majority of the sample demonstrated Steady State
primary concepts. As previously discussed in Chapter I,
although the fit is maximum, problems do occur. The
majority of problems discussed earlier deal with incorrect
initial placement in a field. It has been suggested that
data from psychological measures, interviews, assessment
centers, and background data such as education can aid
career placement when the connection or selectivity of the
educational level for aptitudes, styles, and personality are
related to effective performance by actual analysis.
The second most common primary career concept were
Linear concept types and "mixed," that is, those with a tied
score on two concepts.
The Linear career concept individual is likely to feel
trapped and under-challenged in a Steady State organization.
Solutions mentioned earlier would include setting up Linear
units within the larger Steady State system with
specifically Linear procedures such as MBO and special
recognition for achievement. The other route is to enourage
the Linear person to seek achievement outside the
organization— in educational progress, civic groups, etc.
while maintaining a "psuedo-Steady State" position inside.
As the organization moves into a more dynamic Linear mode
through anticipated economic changes, the organization might
consider allowing Linear types to "spin off" a totally
Linear aspect of the organization, under a franchise, or
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diversification, holding-company format. This is certainly
possible given the amount of diversified products and
services that the "new" field of banking and financial
services offers (Savage, 1982)
.
Given the fact that the largest number of respondents
also had a Steady State primary and Linear secondary career
concept combination, we can assume that some combination of
the above-mentioned analysis exists with similar implica-
tions for organizational fit.
The Regional Career Culture of Banking
Driver (1977) suggests that one of the more basic
research directions suggested by the career concept model is
to measure frequency distribution of career concepts in a
given culture in a given region.
While no generalizations can be made from the present
study due to the small sample size, it is interesting to
note that one of the subjects interviewed indicated that the
banking industry in the Boston area was very conservative.
One subject said, "If I'm going to move up fast, I'll
probably need to move to New York where there is a more
progressive banking community." Additional research is
needed before any generalizations can be made on the New
England cultural bias on the banking community and culture.
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A regional bias might suggest the environmental influ-
ence of the career culture on the banking organization and
community. One might hypothesize the predominance of a
Steady State culture within the traditional puritanical
culture of New England which would influence the career
concepts.
The Career Concept Culture
.el Banking and Bankers
In Chapter II it was noted that certain fields may
historically be associated with a particular type of career
concept structure. Driver (1977) has indicated that the
Steady State concept may turn out to be very common among
established professions, such as physicians. Bankers, it
could be argued, have certainly been an established pro-
fession (Mayer, 1974).
It was also previously noted that career concept con-
tent and structure may be due to the social structure of the
occupation and the most frequent socialization process for
the occupation. Unfortunately, there is a lack of informa-
tion and research on both the social structure and the
socialization process for bankers and banking. It should
prove an interesting area for research.
Of particular significance to the current study,
is the notion of what has traditionally been femalehowever.
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career paths in banks, as distinct from male career paths.
Subjects reported, "coming in as Secretaries and Tellers"
and "working their way up." Thus, the social structure of
the occupation is perhaps different for male and female
managers and is a significant variable to be considered in
future research as it impacts on female managers career
concepts.
Moreover, the socialization process for male and female
managers has been reported to be different (Hennig and
Jardim, 1977; Ranter, 1977; Harragan, 1978). Several sub-
jects discussed how their experience as female managers had
changed over time in the organization. One subject said,
" I've been in banking almost forty years and have seen
remarkable changes for women. Back then you considered
yourself lucky to get any thing. ..but now there are so many
opportunities for women." Another subject stated, "Thirty
years ago, there was no such thing as career development...
I
was promoted (from the President's Secretary) when the Pres-
ident retired; because I knew so much, they had to create a
new position."
"It's hard for me to talk about my ideal career. ..when
I came into business in 1965 and was told everything I
couldn't do rather than what I could do," one subject
claimed. Of additional significance to an understanding of
socialization as it impacts on female career concepts is the
issue of structural discrimination. One subject reported,
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"As a woman, you move up to a certain point in the
organization. The line of demarcation is where you have
bottom line accountability— it's where decision making,
policy and strategy formulation occur."
Historically, the majority of female managers have had
only a high school degrees, as is true of subjects in the
present study, and the lack of additional education has
prohibited female managers from moving up the management
career ladder. However, the industry is addressing the need
for additional education of its female managers through
sponsoring degree granting programs such as those offered by
the National Association of Banking Women (Bryant, 1981).The
number of female MBA's is increasing such that in several
years they should be in visible numbers ready to enter top
management. Then it will be determined whether historical
access routes denied to female managers will be opened and
the social structure of the career path for female managers
will more clearly approximate that of male managers.
Critique of the Current Study
The methodology of the present study presents
limitations which have, for the most part, been noted as
appropriate in the text. The limitations will be reviewed
and summarized here.
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The major methodological limitation of the present
study is that it uses Driver's Career Concept Questionnaire
and as such presupposes the existence of already established
career concepts. The structured interview sought to explore
in more detail the properties to test the descriptive
validity of the concepts for a different population, in this
case female managers. However, the methodology determines
the data results and the research reflects this bias.
The small sample size of the current study obviously
limits the ability to generalize based on the findings of
the present study, either to women, middle managers, or
banking. Clearly, a much larger sample size is needed in
order to utilize quantitative statistical methods and resul-
ting inferences for the same population.
Similarly, the current study addresses a gap in the
literature as it pertains to female middle managers' career
concepts, but consistent with its qualitative nature raises
more questions than answers. Research questions developed
as a result of hypotheses from the findings are presented in
"Implications for Future Research."
The findings of the current study must also be
cautiously interpreted in light of the situational and acute
context of change pervading the industry and the
organizations where the subjects worked at the time of the
interviews. As mentioned earlier, only additional research
could test for the stability of these findings over time.
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While the nature of the profession and the structure of
the organization and the industry were addressed in light of
the findings, these variables were not studied as part of
the design of the research and thus no generalizations can
be made concerning their impact on career concepts.
Research questions are presented resulting from
impressionistic and literature data which suggest
hypotheses to explain possible "fits" of individual career
concepts to the career concepts of the profession, the
organization, and the industry.
As discussed in Chapter III, research in general on
female managers suffers from several problems, all of which
are reflected in the present study as limitations.
Developmental or life cycle change, cohort or
generational change, and broad social changes have been
stated previously as possible mediators of the relationship
between women's work and family lives. Only studies
conducted over time and across cohorts, generational, and
across life stages, will allow us to identify the effects of
these different kinds of change on female career concepts.
This would also address the larger issue raised by Driver
which is whether or not career concepts change over time,
and whether such changes are a result of training or
socialization or some innate human developmental pattern.
If there are innate patterns or developmental cycles for
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women managers, do they override or compete with socialized
or externally forced career concept patterns?
It has also been pointed out that there are three age
groups of female managers working today: senior executives,
managers (about 35 to 45 years old), and managers under 35.
The majority of prior research has focused on senior female
managers, who entered business through the opportunity
created by World War II. Many female managers started their
careers in an office-related position, such as Secretary,
which represents a very different experience from the young
female MBA. It would be expected that the profile of the
young MBA's would be quite different from those other few
female predecessors. The sample in the current study is
biased toward the middle manager who is younger and without
a college degree, and, thus, does not reflect the experi-
ences of the older female manager or even the younger, more
educated (such as MBA) female manager.
implications for Future Reseaxfi-h
As exploratory, qualitative research, the present study
has achieved its primary purpose of examining Driver s
career concepts and relative frequencies of each concept for
female managers in banking.
Appropriately, the present study leaves more questions
unanswered than answered. The following questions are
presented as suggestions for future research and reflect
the limitations of the current study.
1 • What is the relationship of motives to career concepts
in female managers?
As was stated in Chapter II, it is hypothesized that th
Steady State concept is rooted in a basic need for security,
for a clear-cut recognized and valued role in society. Yet
in many cases a Steady State career concept may be built on
a love of family or a desire for money. To what degree is
this true for female managers today? Would we find that
motive to manage is the same for female and male managers,
as the research suggests?
2. What is the relationship of decision styles to career
concepts of women managers?
Preliminary findings suggest that decision styles do
relate to career concepts. The connection of the decision
style and the Steady State concept remains purely hypotheti-
cal at present (Driver, 1979). However, it would make sense
that a Decisive decision maker would use minimal data (i.e.,
role models, advice of authority) to make an occupational
choice which is adhered to indefinitely. This would cer-
tainly corroborate previous research on women's career
decision making patterns (Hennig and Jardim, 1976). The
current study does not address this issue and it deserves
attention, with particular emphasis on age cohorts.
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3. What is the impact of social structure of the
occupation? in this case of banking? on career
concepts?
As mentioned in Chapter II? there is no necessary
connection between the structural patterns of career
concepts and the chosen field. However, certain fields may
historically be associated with a particular type of concept
structure. For instance, the Steady State concept may turn
out to be very common among established professions such as
physicians and bankers. Driver suggests that such fits on
concept content and structure are due to the social
structure of the occupation and the most frequent
socialization process for the occupation. While there are
obvious exceptions? Driver (1977) suggests that one of the
initial interests of career research would be to develop a
description of the distribution of career concepts across
vocational fields.
4. What is the impact of socialization on career concepts?
Given the fact that male and female socialization
differs? and organizational socialization differs for men
and women? as discussed earlier, should we expect to see
different concepts or properties of concepts related to
gender? in this case in banking, but in any organization?
An appropriate addition to Driver's suggestion that career
research should lead to a description of the distribution of
career concepts across vocational fields might be to develop
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such descriptions by gender, to see if differences exist
between males and females.
5. What is the impact of age and life stage on female
career concepts?
Given the "dynamic" model of career concepts, it is
hypothesized that career concepts undergo systematic shifts
as work or family situations change. For example, Spiral or
Linear concepts may tend to give way to Steady State career
concepts, given excessive stress (say, failure, or chronic
overload). Is it possible that many women begin their
careers as Linear career concept individuals and shift into
Transitory or Steady State concepts to adapt to family
demands?
6. What is the impact of organizational structural career
barriers on women's career concepts?
As was discussed earlier, the downward Spiral may be
associated with a career failure in a previously Linear
pattern. Driver has suggested that this might be a result
of blocked upward mobility such as plateauing or overexten-
sion such as the Peter Principle. The more relevant
question for female managers' career concepts might be
whether career failure is due to institutional barriers such
as discrimination and access to the opportunity structure
and the power structure (Ranter, 1977). In addition, over-
extension might be due to the number of socialized roles
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which females have occupied, which create role conflict or
role overload.
Thus, those female subjects who were once Linear have
perhaps been influenced into more Steady State concepts due
to these structural elements.
7. What is the relationship of organizational size and
female managers's career concepts?
As noted in Chapter III, researchers on women in
management have only recently begun to observe that the
experience of a female manager can be affected by certain
situational variables. In particular, when corporate size
was examined, researchers reported that while larger firms
may employ more women in management, smaller firms may offer
women a better chance to achieve top management positions
(Lyle and Ross, 1973). While the current study is biased
towards larger banks, as determined by asset size and number
of full-time employees, it is interesting to note that
several of the subjects who were employed in smaller banks
did remark that upward movement was much more easy for them
in a smaller bank than it would have been in a larger bank.
If perceived and real opportunity structures impact on
female managers' career concepts, then organizational size
may prove to be an important variable to be considered in
researching career concepts.
It is clear that the present study attempts only a
first step in delineating possible similarities and
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differences in male and female career concepts, with many
implications for future research. The impact of age, per-
sonality, marital status, family status, background factors,
and industry and organizational structure remain as impor-
tant variables to be considered in future research on
internal career concepts in general and on female career
concepts in particular.
In summary, the current study has examined Driver's
Internal Career Concepts for a previously unstudied popula-
tion and industry and found that the overall results tend to
reinforce the findings of previous research on the charac-
teristics and frequencies of the concepts. However,
differences did exist and of particular significance was the
number of tied or "mixed" concepts for this sample. Several
possible reasons for this phenomena were discussed, which
suggested that differences in the findings were a result of
socialization, age and life stage, role definitions, and
institutional and organizational barriers for 'female mana-
gers. Moreover, the career culture of middle management and
the banking industry at the time the research was conducted
were suggested as variables which might account for differ-
ences in findings with this sample from previous research.
Academicians and practitioners alike should benefit
from this addition to the cognitive "map" of the career area
for people in a management position. For researchers, this
study contributes to our understanding of the complexities
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of individual career concepts and in particular of female
managers' career concepts. For practitioners, this study
contributes to our understanding of how people proceed
through their careers, which should be useful to managers as
they develop more sophisticated human resources planning
systems which account for individual differences. The fin-
dings of this study suggest that individual differences in
career concepts must be examined in light of gender, manage-
ment level, and industry characteristics. Managers who wish
to better plan selection, reward, and control systems are
advised to carefully consider these differences in the
assessment of individual career concepts and in particular
to examine the methodologies and assumptions underlying the
assessment and utilization of female managers.
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APPENDIX A CAREER CONCEPT QUESTIONNAIRE
CONFIDENTIAL
SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS
NAME
BANK
ADDRESS
Card
TITLE Assistant Vice-President
Vice-President
Other (Specify)
AGE 20-29 1
30-39 2
40-49 3
50-59 4
60-69 5
SALARY 20-25K 1
26-30K 2
31-35K 5
36-40K 4
Over 40K 5
1
1
1
EDUCATION High School Diploma 1
Bachelor's Degreee 2
Master's Degree 3
LENGTH OF TIME IN CURRENT POSITION
Under 1 year 1
2-5 years 2
6-10 years 3
11-15 years 4
16-20 years 5
21-25 years 6
Over 25 years 7
NUMBER OF YEARS WORKED FOR ORGANIZATION
Under 1 year 1
2-5 years 2
6-10 ye'ars 3
11-15 years 4
16-20 years 5
21-25 years 6
Over 25 years 7
ASSET SIZE
Less than $5.0 million 1
$5.0 to $9.9 million 2
$10.0 to $24.9 million 3
$25.0 to $49.9 million 4
$50.0 to $99.9 million 5
$100.0 to $299.9 million 6
$300.0 to $499.9 million 7
$500.0 to $999.9 million 8
$1.0 billion or more 9
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
1-500 1
501-1000 2
1001-2000 3
2001-3000 4
3001-5000 ?
5001-10000 6
over 10000 7
6
~W
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TYPE OF BANK
Commercial (Insured Full Service) 1
Savings Association 2 H
Mutual Savings 3
Credit Union 4
MAJOR FUNCTIONAL AREA
Electronics Funds Transfer
Mortgage Loans
Personnel
Credit
International
Money Market Funds
Investments
Trust Funds
Safe Deposit
Commercial Loans
Personal and Installment Loans
Marketing
Other (specify)
01
02 17 rr
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
NUMBER OF YEARS IN BANKING
Under 1 year 1
2-5 years 2
6-10 years 3
11-15 years 4
16-20 years 5
21-25 years 6
over 2 5 years 7
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CAREER CONCEPT QUESTIONNAIRE
PART I - YOURSELF
Card Two
ID I
This section asks you
in such things as the
your career and work
to describe various aspects of yourself. I'm interested
patterns of change in your career and the factors on which
related decisions are based.
CAREER PATTERNS
People's careers show difference patterns of change over time. These changes
are usually reflected in: (1) frequency of change in career area (refers to a
change in occupational group - e.g., accounting to marketing); (2) frequency
of change in job (refers to a change of title and tasks); (3) frequency of
change in job location; (4) direction of movement; and (5) job content change
patterns. Please circle the appropriate number from the scale shown below to
indicate
:
I. The extent to which your actual past career has involved each of
the patterns described below.
II. The extent to which your likely future career will involve each
of the patterns.
III. The extent to which your ideal career (assuming no limitations)
would involve each of the patterns.12 3
Very little Moderate Very great
FREQUENCY OF CHANGE
I?; CAREER AREAS
1. New career area
every one to
four years.
I II_
Past Career Likely Future Career
III
Ideal Career Col
.
1 2 3 12 3 1 2 33-5
*2. New career area
every five to
ten years. 1 2
**3. New career area
after ten or
more years. 1 2
**4. No career area change. 1 2
3 12
3 12
3 12
3 1 2 36-8
3123 9-113123 12-14
5. Other (specify)
* Answer in the "Past Career" column only if your work career is longer than
five years.
** Answer in the "Past Career" column only if your work career is longer than
ten years.
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FREQUENCY OF CHANGE
IN JOB Past
I
Career Likely
I_I
Future Career Idea
III
1 Career Col.
5. Changing jobs every
one to two years. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 15-17
*6. Changing jobs every
three to five years. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 18-20
**7. Changing jobs every
five to ten years. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 21-23
**8. No job changes. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 24-26
FREQUENCY OF CHANGE
IN JOB LOCATION
9. Changing locations
every one to two
years
.
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 27-29
*10. Changing locations
every three to five
years 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 30-32
*11. Changing locations
every five to ten
years 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 33-35
*12. No location changes. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 36-38
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
13. Continual upward move-
ment to higher levels
of the organization. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 39-41
14. Staying in one general
occupational area. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 42-44
15. Lateral movement into
new occupational areas. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 45-47
16. No consistent
directional pattern. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 48-50
* Answer in
five years
the "Past Career" column only if your work career is longer than
** Answer in
ten years.
the "Past Career" column only if your work career is longer than
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JOB CONTENT CHANGES
17. More managerial,
administrative, or
supervisory activi-
ties .
18. More complex techni-
cal activities.
19. Replacement of old
activities with
entirely different,
unrelated activities. 1
20. Different activities
which build on pre-
vious activities. 1
21. Increasingly
specialized acti-
vities. 1
22. Increasing refinement
in current activities. 1
I I_I III
Past Career Likely Future Career Ideal Career Col
.
3 51-53
3 54-56
3 57-59
3 60-62
3 63-65
3 66-69
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GENERAL CAREER PATTERNS
The following paragraphs describe distinctly different types of careers. After
reading the paragraphs, consider how well each specific pattern fits your own
(1) past, (2) likely future, and TT) ideal career. Consider each paragraph as
a whole, rather than just one particular part.
Type 1 Career ;
Major change in career area typically every five to ten years. These changes
involve moves to different but related skill areas and activities (i.e., the new
skills built on existing skills). These changes may involve either lateral or
upward movement.
Type 2 Career:
Staying in one general career area and continually moving up to higher levels
in the organization or occupational group. Positions not representing upward
movement are only desirable if they provide the basis for later upward movement.
Type 3 Career :
Staying in one chosen career area or field. The principal activities involve
exercising or refining skills and capabilities in that career area, rather than
moving on to different career areas or ever higher levels in an organization.
Type 4 Career :
Major changes in career area typically every one to four years. These changes
do not necessarily involve movement to higher levels in an organization or
occupational group, but involve getting into completely new areas or fields
that require distinctly different skills and activities unrelated, for the most
part, to previous career areas.
23. Using the scale presented below, rate the extent to which each of the
above patterns:
I. Fits your actual past experience.
II. Represents your likely future career experience.
III. Represents your preferred ideal career (assuming no limitations).
1
Very little
2
Moderate'
3
Very great
a. Type 1 Career
b. Type 2 Career
c. Type 3 Career
d. Type 4 Career
I
Actual Past12 3
1 2 3
1.2 3
1 2 3
II
Likely Future12 312 3
1 2 312 3
III
Ideal12 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
Col.
69-71
72-74
75-77
78-80
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Is there any other information that you would like to tell me about any of
these topics?
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE INITIAL CONTACT LETTER
SIMMONS COLLEGE
300 THE FENWAY
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 021 IS
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Date
J
Dear
I am conducting research on the careers of middle
managers in the banking industry. Ms. has given me
your name as someone who might be interested in participating
in my research.
Briefly, my research involves interviewing managers
about their career changes, the direction of movement, and
the job content change patterns. The interview will attempt
to assess your general career pattern as it relates to your
work setting. The purpose of the research is to identify
different career concepts so that ultimately we can improve
the fit between managers and their organizations > The
interview will last from one hour to an hour and a half
maximum. All of the information will, of course, be
confidential and a copy of the results will be made available
to you, if you would like to see them.
I will be calling you next week to discuss the interview
further and answer any questions which you may have. If you
are interested in participating, I will set up an appointment
with you at your convenience.
Thank you for your assistance. I look forward to
speaking with you next week.
Sincerely
,
Lynda L. Moore
Assistant Professor
LLM: lc
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE LETTER OF CONFIRMATION
SIMMONS COLLEGE
J00 THE FENWAY
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 021 IS
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEME NT
Date
Dear
I enjoyed speaking with you recently. Thank you
for agreeing to participate in my research. I anticipate
an enjoyable and mutually satisfying meeting with you on
In the meantime, should you have any questions, please
feel free to reach me at my office.
I look forward to seeing you soon.
Sincerely
,
Lynda L. Moore
Assistant Professor
LLM : lc
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE LETTER OF APPRECIATION
SIMMONS COLLEGE
300 THE FENWAY
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 021 IS
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Date
Person, Title
Bank
Address
City, State, Zip
Dear Ms. :
I enjoyed meeting you last week. Thank you for taking
time from your busy schedule to meet with me.
I greatly appreciate your assistance in my research
on careers of managers in banking. Best of continued
success with your own career endeavors.
Sincerely
,
Lynda L. Moore
Assistant Professor
LLM: traj


